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BEAUTY, BY WING SHYA 
To illustrate its 2011 Sustainable 
Development Report and Annual 
Report, L’Oréal commissioned 
Hong Kong photographer  
and film director Wing Shya.  
Page after page, his photographs 
express the benefits of enhanced 
beauty, and spotlight L’Oréal’s 
employees and the passion that 
motivates them in their daily work. 

ABOUT THIS REPORT 
This report summarises the group’s  
sustainable development initiatives in 2011.  
A complete version together  
with videos is available on the  
www.sustainabledevelopment.loreal.com site. 
The group’s practices and results in figures  
are detailed on data sheets based on  
Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) indicators. 
Data on social affairs, environment,  
health and safety have been verified by 
Deloitte & Associés and 
PricewaterhouseCoopers Audit. 
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In a world facing an increasing number of challenges—climatic, environmental and societal—
expectations with regard to companies are extremely high. But what could be seen as a 
constraint is in fact a remarkable source of inspiration, creativity and competitiveness. Our 

approach to sustainable growth is deliberate and carefully considered. Our ethical values are the 
basis of coherent policies in terms of responsible innovation, the environment, social and societal 
responsibility and philanthropy. We are particularly proud to have supported the principles of the 
United Nations Global Compact since 2003, and to be renewing our commitment again this year 
through concrete projects that are constantly progressing. In this way, we shall have solid foundations 
on which to build sustainable, responsible and inclusive growth.

First of all, sustainable growth, because hundreds of thousands of people all over the world are 
directly or indirectly dependent on the prosperity of our group. here the key is our ambition to win 
over a billion new consumers. It is based on our strategy for universalising beauty that respects the 
diversity of the world. It is expressed in the form of products that are tailored to different needs, 
cultures and beauty traditions, and it also reflects the cultural richness of our teams. With this strat-
egy, we are targeting solid, sustainable growth.

secondly, responsible growth. We are all convinced that a company’s behaviour is just as important 
as its performance, and L’Oréal’s ambition is thus to be one of the most exemplary companies in 
terms of ethics. more than any other, the world leader in beauty has a duty to help preserve the 
beauty of the planet. We long ago began reducing the environmental impact of all stages in the 
life cycle of our products, with truly sustainable consumption as the goal. We are already well on 
the way to achieving the highly ambitious objectives we have set ourselves in terms of reducing 
our environmental footprint, while our business continues to grow.

and lastly inclusive growth, because experience has shown that the healthy state of our ecosystem 
and the company’s performance are inseparably linked. For many years now, L’Oréal has been 
considerably boosting its societal commitments. Through the initiatives of its Foundation, its brands, 
“solidarity sourcing” and its subsidiaries, the group seeks to share its success and thus contribute 
to the greater well-being of the surrounding populations. 

If we are to get through another century successfully, we need to continue taking action on three 
fronts. Firstly, being useful through our business, which over a hundred years has given meaning to 
our action because cosmetics are linked to the identity of all individuals, enabling them to fully 
express their personality, develop self-confidence, connect with others and find fulfilment. secondly, 
aiming for the long-term, because we want all our actions to be lasting, so that we never sacrifice 
the future for the present; and lastly, committing ourselves, through our innovative force, to an 
ongoing effort of anticipation and progress that are both concrete and measurable. 

The world’s great challenges are collective issues in which each one of us has a role to play. Our 
global presence gives us an amazing capability for action and mobilisation. By facilitating access 
to products that contribute to the quality of life, protecting the natural capital of our planet and 
helping the communities around us, we create value that benefits everyone.   

For SUSTAINABLE, 
RESPONSIBLE and  
INCLUSIVE growth

Jean-paul agon 
CHAIRMAN AND CHIEF ExECuTIvE OFFICER 
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A long-term ambition
Our main goal for 2012 and the years to come is to 
maintain and extend our field of action. In every area, 
we must continue to transform environmental and 
societal constraints into opportunities to stand out: not 
only in Research and Production of course, but also in 
Marketing, Human Resources and Communication.
Far from being just a trend, sustainable development 
encourages us to integrate new ways of working into 
all our businesses. For l’Oréal, it is thus an amazing 
lever in terms of innovation and progress, and repre-
sents a vast field of action so that the group can prove 
its ability to be a constant pioneer.

An approach involving progress  
at every stage 
If 2011 had to be summarised in two words, it would be 
the year of “sustainable innovation”. We innovated in 
every field, setting ourselves ambitious goals in terms 
of respect for the environment and for all stakeholders, 
and economic support for the communities around 
us. This notion shows our commitment to innovating 
right through the entire life cycle of products, in order 
to offer cosmetics tailored to a diversity of aspirations 
and purchasing powers while respecting the environ-
ment. In other words, sustainable innovation has to be 
applied from the choice of ingredients used in formu-
lations to the elimination of packaging, including their 
industrial production, their marketing promotion and 
their distribution to consumers. 
As you will see in this new report, all our divisions and 
teams have worked to that end. Among many exam-
ples, you will discover about the paper and card-
board industry’s ambitious forest certification policy 
pursued by the Packaging teams; awareness-raising 
in Marketing staff of the principles of environmentally-
friendly design; the reformulation of the ultra Doux 
shampoo range and the partnership between l’Oréal 
and Carrefour aimed at educating consumers about 
responsible consumption issues, and the publication 
of a set of international ethics guidelines designed for 
all staff dealing with suppliers. Also in our relations with 
suppliers, we have taken another step forward by ini-
tiating the “Solidarity Sourcing” programme aimed at 
including small, economically vulnerable suppliers in 
the socio-economic circuit. And these are just some 
of a whole range of examples to be discovered in the 
report.

Substantial advances in pursuing 
the goals set for 2015
In 2005, l’Oréal committed to a 50% reduction in CO2 
emissions, water consumption and waste production 
by 2015. Thanks to the Operations teams we have 
already reduced our CO2 emissions by 29.8%, water 

consumption by 22.6% and waste production by 24.2% 
per finished product. These results are also due to sus-
tainable innovation: from plants to distribution centres, 
all our sites have rallied around to find creative, effec-
tive solutions. l’Oréal Mexico for example has reduced 
its CO2 emissions by 60% by using wind turbines, while 
in France, after six years’ research and development, 
the Chimex plant has set up phytoremediation gardens 
unique in their kind to treat wastewater effectively.

Far from being just a trend, 
sustainable development encourages us 

to integrate new ways of working  
into all our businesses.

At L’Oréal, corporate responsibility is an approach embedded in the history of the group.  
Once again, 2011 was a year of commitment and progress as regards sustainable development.  

Sara Ravella, Executive Vice-President, Communication, Sustainability and Public Affairs,  
looks back over the progress and achievements of the past year.

Sara ravella 
ExECuTIvE vICE-PRESIDENT, 

COMMuNICATION, SuSTAINAbIlITy 
AND PublIC AFFAIRS  

The new era of 
“SUSTAINABLE INNOVATION”
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Every L’Oréal innovation arises from  
the desire to fulfill men and women’s  
dreams of beauty around the world,  
whatever their origin, age or culture.
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s the leader in beauty, L’Oréal has set itself the mission 
of providing everyone with the very best cosmetics has 

to offer. Because there is no single model for beauty but an infi-
nite diversity, and because all of the world’s populations have 
their own specific features, rituals and consumer habits, L’Oréal 
Research and Innovation decided to make knowledge of the con-
sumer the focus of its activities. In 2011, the group made fur-
ther progress in constantly adapting its products to reflect local 
characteristics. Making beauty accessible to the vast majority 
of people also means controlling the parameters specific to each 
zone in terms of consumption modes, purchasing power, dis-
tribution and packaging. From Development to Marketing and 
Production, all the teams rally around to fine-tune awareness 
of consumers’ needs and provide innovative responses for their 
requirements.  

Geocosmetics: the science of local observation
Products accessible to the vast majority of people  

for all types of
BEAUTY

Innovating
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A GLOBAL APPROACH TO BEAUTY RITUALS
 To stay in phase with the beauty of tomorrow, which will need to take into 

account the specific features of the world’s big regions, L’Oréal Research 
realised that it was vital to place knowledge of the consumer at the heart 
of its mission and organisation. An “International Department of Studies 
and Consumer Insights” was thus created within Research, whose task is to 
develop and disseminate in-depth knowledge of the beauty habits and rituals 
of consumers in China, Brazil, India and elsewhere. In addition, Research 
& Innovation hubs, genuine centres of expertise and innovation, have been 
introduced to each region of the world to respond to consumers’ specific needs.

It all started around ten years ago. “We 
were dealing with new populations of 

consumers in emerging countries, whose 
household equipment and daily environment 
were very different from those of our Euro-
pean customers,” recalls Fabrice Aghassian, 
the International Products Evaluation Director 
at the time. 
“We found ourselves facing questions with no 
answers. How do you wash your hair in India? 
How does a Japanese woman apply mas-
cara or lipstick? What are the beauty rituals 
in South Africa? How often are they per-
formed? We needed to understand who 
these new consumers were. Not with the help 
of figures, but through geocosmetics: an 
local, ethnographic, ethological approach, 
which focuses on immersion in the daily lives 
of consumers to pinpoint their cosmetic 
behaviour and needs more accurately.”

Laboratory bathrooms
l’Oréal Research’s main evaluation centres 
built various “laboratory bathrooms” reproduc-
ing a typical middle class bathroom in each 
country, equipped with microphones and 
cameras, so that consumers could be filmed 
using l’Oréal cosmetic products together with 
their usual products. bathrooms like this were 
created first in Paris, then Canada, the united 
States, Mexico, brazil, Germany, India, South 
Korea, China, Japan and Thailand. 

An ever-reinvented culture of awareness and proximity has provided L’Oréal with  
in-depth knowledge of not only skins and hair the world over,  

but also beauty rituals. It can then offer products that reflect the needs and  
specific requirements of a given population.

GeOCOSmeTICS:
the science of 

local observation

However, some populations, although they 
use cosmetic products, do not have bath-
rooms at all. The l’Oréal studies teams thus 
crisscrossed the world to visit these customers 
at their homes and observe their behaviour in 
their daily environment. 
 
Analysing cosmetic rituals
Thanks to this constantly repeated, filmed and 
now systematic observation of how products 
are used in each region, l’Oréal has gained 
invaluable knowledge about hygiene rituals, 
some of them passed down through the gen-
erations, which have never been recorded 
until now, and which are based on different 
substances, often food stuffs like butter, oil, 
honey, eggs, yoghurt and beer. “An analysis 
of these films has provided us with a wealth of 
useful information,” says Fabrice Aghassian 
with enthusiasm. “Consumers talk to us about 
their techniques, the quality of use and the 
sensorial experience. We have also noticed 
how central the question of water is. In many 
geographical zones the water supply is unre-
liable, so it needs to be stored. That can be 
the case in some parts of big cities, like bang-
kok. Another example: with some people liv-
ing in China, there is only one cold-water tap 
in the kitchen for the use of the whole family. 
In these areas, too long a rinsing time can be 
totally unacceptable.”
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19
research 
centres

16
evaluation 

centres

50 
scientific 

departments

More inforMation online  

FABRiCe AGHAssiAn,  
l’ORÉAl’S INTERNATIONAl  

PRODuCTS EvAluATION DIRECTOR

Consumers talk  
to us about  

their habits,  
the quality of use 

and their sensorial 
experience.
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THE IDEAL COmPLEXION  
FOR eACH PeRsOn

 How does a consumer choose  
her foundation, and what idea  
does she have of her own skin colour?  
To find out, L’Oréal presents her  
with a skin colour chart containing  
66 complexion shades listed by  
group, from lightest to darkest and  
from yellow to red. And she is asked  
three questions:
“In your view, where do you put  
your own colour in the chart?  
What is the ideal colour you  
wish to have? And what colour  
do you obtain at present?” 
The assessors’ role is then to measure  
the gap between these three  
colours and find out if existing  
products enable the consumer to  
achieve her goal. 
To make the study comprehensive, 
L’Oréal combines this verbal  
approach with an instrumental one.  
A patented instrument,  
the “chromasphere” is used to  
measure the colour characteristics  
of each facial zone. The skin colour 
before and after make-up is applied  
can then be assessed objectively. 

Products that match needs
“I remember an Indian woman who wanted 
to make me smell her shampoo: a precious 
commodity that she had locked up in a little 
wooden box,” says Jean Hénaff, Director of 
Market Studies for the Asia zone. “After using 
it, she wanted to put a blob of left-over prod-
uct back into the bottle, as though it were a 
drop of inestimable value. For her, a bottle 
enabling her to control the flow of the prod-
uct was clearly of primordial importance.”
In another case, l’Oréal’s ethologists estab-
lished that the number of strokes of a mas-
cara brush varied greatly in different geo-
graphical areas : on average, around a 
hundred strokes for each eye with Japanese 
women, compared with around fifty with 
European women. These different gestures 
impose constraints in terms of texture. A mas-
cara designed for Japanese women must 
have a texture that covers less, so that the eye 
is not unattractively overloaded. 

essential results for Research 
At the next stage, these data are analysed by 
psychologists and ethologists. The latter draw 
up a table listing all the consumers’ gestures 
and their duration as statistical units. At the 
end, comparative studies make it possible to 
group the individuals into customer types. 
Once their requirements have been pin-
pointed, the Research and Marketing teams 
can adapt the product to the way it is used, 
and anticipate formulations in line with the 
habits of a particular population or geo-
graphical region—such as a long-hold foun-
dation for a hot, humid country where most 
people do not have air-conditioning.  

L’Oréal has gained invaluable 
knowledge about hygiene rituals, 

some of them passed down  
through the generations, and  

also a range of uses which  
have not been recorded until now.

More inforMation online  The skin colour chart and  
the “chromasphere”.
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The consideration of the local par-
t icularit ies of dif ferent markets 

changes the work carried out on product 
design within the teams. Claude Rumpler, 
General Manager of the Asia-Pacific Con-
sumer Products Division, explains: “In order to 
adapt the product offer faithfully to consumer 
expectations, the subsidiary directors and 
local Marketing departments now work 
closely with the Product and Packaging 
Development teams. This is because acceler-
ating innovation for New Markets such as 
India, the Philippines, the ASEAN(1) requires 

Today, the western world is no longer the dominant market  
in the cosmetics industry. Winning over new consumers while ensuring that  

the products are accessible to them involves continuous work tailoring  
the economic offer to suit the diversity of local population groups.

Products that are
ACCeSSIBLe

to the vast majority of people

awareness of the specific expectations of 
these markets, such as the right format for the 
product, the correct price and an appropri-
ate distribution system.”

Ongoing adaptation to  
the New markets
“When we made a start on Southern Asian 
markets like Thailand, for instance, we initially 
opted for essentially urban distribution in 
hypermarkets. The subsequent launch of 10 g 
sachets sold in a huge number of rural mini-
markets has greatly speeded up growth, 

meaning that today we are the leader in skin 
care. This small packaging unit matches the 
purchasing power of many consumers, some 
of whom are paid weekly. It’s a similar situa-
tion in the Philippines, where everything is sold 
in sachets, from face creams to cigarettes. In 
India and Indonesia, shampoo is mostly sold 
in 80 ml bottles, so we simply had to adapt to 
that reality.”

Responding to diverse 
consumption habits
In parallel with these less well-off groups, the 
booming middle classes in big cities are aspir-
ing to higher quality or more regular beauty 
rituals. To meet these wide-ranging require-
ments, the product offer is progressing simul-
taneously, in terms of not only bottle size but 
also brand sophistication. In these New Mar-
kets, only China stands apart, due to a lower 
demand for sachets, and a distribution net-
work based on a more developed infrastruc-
ture. However, the growth dynamic is the 
same there as in the other countries, and can 
be summed up as higher consumption, 
greater partiality and more interest in the 
appearance of products. 

A close collaboration between  
local Marketing and the Product and 

Packaging Development teams  
makes it possible to adapt the product  

offer more faithfully to  
consumer expectations: this is essential  

for winning over new consumers.

su
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(1) Association of Southeast Asian Nations. 

CLAude RumPLeR,  
GENERAl MANAGER OF THE ASIA-PACIFIC  
CONSuMER PRODuCTS DIvISION, l’ORÉAl

Brazil (on the left) and India (on the right), two new markets with extremely different purchasing habits.
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COnQueRinG neW mARKeTs  
IN A RESPONSIBLE WAY

 L’Oréal is making every effort to reduce the environmental 
footprint of all its packaging, from single dose products to 
large-capacity containers. The consumer studies conducted 
by the International Department of Studies and Consumer 
Insights guide the Packaging teams in the design of products 
that better reflect consumer needs in terms of aesthetics, 
functionality, capacity and cost. The same requirements 
apply when it comes to the quality of use. For example,  
as Philippe Thuvien, Packaging and Development Director 
explains, “the Packaging Department has just completed a 
major project on single dose sachets that involved replacing 
aluminium by a metallic film with less environmental 
impact, thus responding to the twofold issue of sustainable 
development and value analysis, and at the same time 
offering users new features (an easier to open sachet which 
can be re-sealed)”. In addition, L’Oréal’s industrial policy  
is to produce as near as possible to its markets (Asia,  
Latin America, Africa, middle east), in order to support 
sustainable, responsible, shared growth in these zones, and 
to limit the group’s environmental and economic impact. 

PHiLiPPe THuvien,  
PACKAGING AND DEvElOPMENT DIRECTOR, l’ORÉAl 

At L’Oréal, our objective of  
winning over a billion new consumers  

does not question our voluntary initiatives of 
sustainable development, which apply to  
all geographical areas and packaging.

PRODUCTION As CLOse As POssiBLe TO COnsumeRs
 In pursuing this same aim of accessibility, L’Oréal fosters ever-more local production that ensures consumer  

access to a product at the best possible cost. The group currently has 41 plants, 35 of them certified(1),  
producing 86% of the units sold. Through this industrial policy, L’Oréal products comply with the same  
quality standards right along the supply chain, wherever they are produced around the world. New factories  
will thus be opening shortly in the “emerging” zones. One of these, the San Luis Potosí plant in mexico, is set to  
become the group’s largest hair colour factory. In Indonesia, a hair and skin care product plant will cater for  
the needs of all the ASeAN countries. In egypt, a hair care and colouring product factory will supply  
the meNA(2) countries. In the Asia-Pacific zone, meanwhile, three other plants are to be resized to cope with  
the considerable growth in the zone. 

9
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18
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europe
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41 PLaNTs WORLDWIDe 

(1) 88% of the L’Oréal’s plants have the ISO 9001 (2000 version) or FDA quality certification; 85% have the OHSAS 18000 or VPP safety certification; and 90% have the ISO 14000 
environmental certification.  
(2) Middle East and North Africa.
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Every day, L’Oréal’s Advanced Research teams  
push back the boundaries of knowledge  
to enable the development of safe, effective,  
responsible cosmetics. 
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Focus on predictive evaluation
News round-up

Report on the eco-design of Ultra Doux shampoos 

RESEARCH

A new step towards
ReSPONSIBLe 

BeAuTy

I 
 
n 2011, advances in Research continued to reflect 
the group’s desire to provide safe, effective, high-

quality products that respect the environment and bio-
diversity.

Evaluating product safety is a group priority and one of 
the main aspects of L’Oréal’s pact of trust with consum-
ers, focused on quality, safety, efficacy and honesty. In 
2011, L’Oréal inaugurated the cosmetic industry’s first 
predictive evaluation centre. This centre is where the 
latest generation of tests is carried out, enabling the 
safety and efficacy of ingredients and products to be 
predicted without using tests on animals. This repre-
sents another milestone in the group’s commitment to 
promoting responsible beauty. 

For L’Oréal, sustainable innovation also implies design-
ing products that are effective while respecting eco-
systems and biodiversity and providing well-being to 
consumers. In 2011, the group expanded its efforts in 
terms of limiting the impact of the ingredients used, 
selecting raw materials with a limited environmental 
footprint, and adopting the principles of green chemis-
try. This eco-design approach is applied at all stages of 
innovation, from Advanced Research to Development. 

613
patents registered

55%
of new raw materials  

are plant-based

45%
of new raw materials  

comply with  
the principles of  
green chemistry

2011 Key FiGuRes
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RESEARCH / PRediCTive evALuATiOn

Continuously improving 
eFFICACy AND  

SAFeTy 
of products

L’Oréa l’s ma in object ive i s  to 
stop in vivo animal testing and 

replace it with in vitro testing on biologi-
cal tissues that have been reconstructed in 
laboratories. This is why, over 30 years ago, 
it began developing predictive evaluation 
based on alternative ingredient and prod-
uct testing methods: “This term designates 
integrated evaluation strategies based on 
inherited data and the mastery of technolo-
gies such as tissue engineering, molecular 
design, imaging, modelling and automated 
platforms for tests performed on laboratory-

Inspired by its ethical approach and keen to promote  
sustainable development, L’Oréal had successfully anticipated events.  

In the early Eighties, long before the cosmetics directive banning  
animal testing for cosmetics as of March 2009, L’Oréal Research began 
reconstructing skin, thereby paving the way for predictive evaluation.

Gerland replace animals in 99% of stud-
ies, mainly for regulatory sk in and ocu-
lar to lerance tests,” says Estel le T inoi s - 
Tessonneaud.

An evaluation centre  
unlike any other in the world
Meeting a huge scientific challenge of this 
kind required an evaluation centre equal to 
the task: “This site is unlike any other in the 
world because of the quality of its infrastruc-
tures, which can be used to reconstruct skin 
under optimum conditions of steril ity and 
safety,” explains Estelle Tinois-Tessonneaud 
with pride. better still, the Gerland centre is 
also unique for the diversity of the tissues 
reconstructed there, since the centre pro-
duces 11 different biological tissue models 
(including epidermal, dermal, and corneal 
tissues). l’Oréal invested €16 million in devel-
oping this ultramodern site, where biologists 
work in laboratories under controlled atmos-
pheric conditions. Today, these infrastruc-
tures produce 130,000 units of reconstructed 
biological tissue each year: a production 
rate that has doubled in less than five years.
These efforts have enabled l’Oréal to make a 
noteworthy contribution to medical innovation 
as well: l’Oréal biologists have shared their 
expertise with hospital teams to improve the 
quality of skin grafts for severe burn victims. 

reconstructed skin, epidermal and corneal 
tissues,” says Estel le Tinois-Tessonneaud, 
Director of l’Oréal’s Predictive Evaluation 
Centre in Gerland, France.

An ethical procedure with 
optimum reliability 
After several years of research, l’Oréal’s 
b io log i s t s succeeded in i so lat ing sk in 
cells, which they then cultured on a col-
lagen matrix for several weeks. A live epi-
dermis formed, nearly identical to that of 
real skin. “Today, the models produced at 

More inforMation online
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The sKIN ReCONsTRUCTION saGa  

1979
First epidermis  
reconstructed from  
a culture of keratinocytes.

1983
First epidermis  
reconstructed with a  
functioning corneal layer.

1986
Development of a human  
skin model with  
an epidermis and dermis.

1994
First reconstructed  
epidermis model, produced on  
a large scale for  
toxicological studies.

2010
First Asian skin reconstructed in  
L’Oréal Advanced Research 
laboratories at Pudong (China).

2011
130,000 units of  
reconstructed biological  
tissue (skin and cornea) 
produced at Gerland. 

For over 30 years, l’Oréal has been the global pioneer and 
leader in the reconstruction of human skin models.  
Here are the various milestones in reconstructed  
skin research.

WORK ACCLAImED IN mOnTReAL
 At the 8th World Congress on alternatives and the use of 

animals in life sciences (WC8), which took place  
in montreal in August 2011, L’Oréal’s expertise in terms of 
predictive evaluation received special recognition.  
At the leading edge of research into eye irritation and  
tissue engineering, L’Oréal saw one of its researchers,  
Reine Note, receive a distinction along with her team for  
their work on new strategies for acute toxicology. 

FOCUS ON THE GERLAND  
PRediCTive evALuATiOn CenTRe

 On 11th, April 2011, the “new generation”  
L’Oréal Predictive evaluation Centre was unveiled 
in the presence of Jean-Paul Agon, group Chairman 
and CeO, at the heart of the Gerland technology 
centre in Lyon. The only one of its kind in the world, 
this 4,100 square meters site employs 62 people.  
A spearhead for predictive evaluation, Gerland 
houses 1,000 square meters of ISO 6 lean rooms 
where researchers reconstruct biological tissues 
used in test platforms to evaluate safety and 
efficacy. 1,500 raw materials and formulas were 
tested there during 2011, 100 of them for efficacy.  

Page 12 and above:  
researchers at the L’Oréal  
Predictive Evaluation Centre  
working on reconstructed  
skin samples, which have  
enabled discoveries about  
pigmentation.  

Laurent Attal, Executive Vice-President Research and Innovation; 
Jean-Paul Agon, group Chairman and CEO; Gérard Collomb,  
Mayor of Lyon, and Françoise Soler, General Director of  
the L’Oréal Predictive Evaluation Centre, at the inauguration. 
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20 TIMES LESS WASTE 
COMPARED TO  
THE 2003 PROCESS

2003 2006 2009 2011

miniature tests 
to limit waste 

RaW maTeRIaLs

The principle is a simple one: to generally reduce as much  
as possible the quantity of substances used during tests, as well  
as the quantity of substrate required to conduct them.  
For instance, when testing a hair colour product,  
the evaluation teams had, for decades, worked on either  
wigs of several hundred grams of hair, or locks of a few grams.  
To reduce the consumption of both hair and chemical  
products, it was necessary to gradually decrease the quantities  
of hair used down to mini-locks, then to samples in small  
test tubes, and then finally to the stage of hair powder.
Today, only 10 milligrams of hair and just a few milligrams  
of chemical products are used for our hair colour,  
hair care and make-up tests (mascaras, for example).  
Historically, this systematic miniaturisation was initiated  
by biology, which can go as far as conducting tests on  
a single molecule. l’Oréal’s approach thus consisted  
of extrapolating these concepts to far more physical  
tests that are closer to the actual usage properties  
of cosmetics products.

RESEARCH / eCO-desiGn

96.7

13

6.6

4.9

Quantity of waste per 1 kg of  
Pro-Xylane produced (in kg)

Less solvent for Pro-Xylane
GReeN ChemIsTRy

Since 1999, the Research teams  
have placed the principles  
of green chemistry at the core  
of their eco-design approach,  
redefining their methods year after  
year. In 2011, they improved the 
processes used to obtain Pro-xylane,  
a natural sugar derivative extracted  
from beech wood. by reducing  
the quantity of solvents used, its 
“E-factor” (the quantity of waste 
generated by each product quantity) 
was reduced still further to 4.9 
(compared to 13 in 2006 and 6.6  
in 2009): a performance regarded  
as remarkable by the experts.

sUCCessIve mINIaTURIsaTIONs 

Wig lock of hair Mini-test  
tube of hair 

Hair powder

TesTImONIaL

FRédéRiC LeROy,  
DIRECTOR OF THE PREDICTIvE  

EvAluATION DEPARTMENT AT l’ORÉAl’S  
AulNAy RESEARCH CENTRE 

Apart from the economic  
benefit, miniaturising tests  
limits waste and is totally  
in line with a sustainable  
development approach.  
Handling small samples  

has also led to productivity  
gains, because tests are more  
widely automated. The result  

is time saved, improved  
traceability, increased  

reliability and the possibility of  
carrying out as many  

experiments as required.

mAny AdvAnTAGes 

miniaturising the tests means that now only a few milligrams of hair powder 
can be used to test hair products.

1 2 3 4
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Acclaimed 
progress

GReeN ChemIsTRy

Over the years, l’Oréal has been improving  
the proportion of plant-based raw materials  
in its portfolio. In 2011, 55% of new  
raw materials registered came from plants, 
compared with 40% in 2010. The same year,  
the teams increased the amount of 
incorporated raw materials respecting  
green chemistry principles to 45%  
compared with 26% in 2010.  
And in scientific circles like the Annual  
Green Chemistry Conference  
held in Washington in June 2011, l’Oréal  
was acclaimed and cited in this field  
as the main industrial player in cosmetics. 

Ever more  
responsible  
sourcing

BIODIveRsITy

To constantly minimise the environmental impact of ingredients,  
Research teams work on improving the biodegradability of formulas.  
This property is assessed by working out the total percentages of  
biodegradable ingredients. Once the calculations are made,  
strict internal criteria are applied to award “biodegradable” status to  
the formula. So 2011 saw the launch of the 97% biodegradable  
ultra Doux Almond and lotus Flower shampoo and conditioner, and  
the 94% biodegradable Fructis Pure brilliance shampoo and conditioner.

In 2010, the signatory countries to  
the Convention on biological diversity 
approved the Nagoya Protocol,  
aimed at regulating access to resources  
in a given territory and the fair sharing of 
benefits resulting from those resources. 
l’Oréal Research was aware of  
these issues well before the protocol  
came into effect, and since 2005  
has continuously striven to secure  
its supply chains so that they meet  
the issues of sustainable development.  
This awareness goes hand in hand with  
the increasing use of renewable  
plant-based ingredients in our products.  
For instance, Biotherm launched  
a men’s deodorant with 100% natural 
ingredients this year. Palm oil supply  
is a significant example here:  
in 2011, l’Oréal’s sourcing was  
again recognised as sustainable by  
the WWF with a score of 9/9 on their rating 
scale. Similarly, the group’s argan  
sourcing was the subject of a presentation 
by an external expert, Daniel Robinson 
(South Wales university, Australia),  
during the “union for Ethical bioTrade” 
conference, where it was hailed as  
a proactive initiative for “accessing and 
sharing benefits”.

Biodegradability:  
a value on the up  

FORmULaTION

More inforMation online
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Shampoos ultra-kind to the
eNVIRONmeNT

L’Oréal’s eco-design approach, now the focus of 
all stages of development, is illustrated by the 

choice of ingredients, automated trials on minute quanti-
ties to limit waste, the enhancement of “co-products”(1), 
manufacturing processes that reduce energy and toxic 
solvent use, and recyclable packaging.

Scrutiny of the whole product cycle
Within this ambitious framework, l’Oréal decided to review 
the Garnier ultra Doux range using these environmental 
excellence criteria as a yardstick. The challenge for 
Research was to develop a new formula while reducing 
its impact on the environment, by checking the ingredient 
quantities. They also had to factor in and respect biodi-
versity and limit waste production while reducing the 
quantity of packaging, encouraging the use of refills and 
recycled materials and ensuring that communication on 
the products was in line with the various criteria. 
To fulfil this mission, the teams used the l’Oréal eco-design 
charter which pinpoints five areas for vigilance through-
out the product’s life cycle: maintaining people’s health, 
respecting the environment, protecting biodiversity, pro-
moting fair trade and managing the social impact of inno-
vations. 

Designing an environmentally friendly product means  
factoring in the whole of its life cycle and applying  
environmental excellence criteria at every stage.  

This is what the laboratories have done with  
the Garnier Ultra Doux range, completely overhauled in 2011.

(1) Material created during the same manufacturing process at the same time as the main product. (2) Average value for all shampoos investigated. 

PICTOGRams DeveLOPeD By GaRNIeR aND CaRReFOUR TO INCRease CONsUmeR aWaReNess 

As part of the environmental labelling experiment introduced in partnership with Carrefour,  
the following pictograms are used on the Garnier and Carrefour websites dedicated to the programme:  

www.c-laterre.fr/affichage-environnemental/  
www.garnier.fr/_ fr/_ fr/engagements-garnier/ultradoux-environnement.aspx

Packaging ratio = 0.28. This ratio takes account of the weight of the shampoo packaging, the inclusion of recycled material and  
the eco-design of the packaging. The lower the ratio, the lower the packaging’s environmental impact. 

eq CO2  
60g(2)

GREENHOuSE GAS EMISSIONS

equivalent to  
343 m in a car  
(175 g/km)

9.6 L(2)

WATER CONSuMPTION 

equivalent to  
6.4 1.5l bottles of 
mineral water 

1,995 L

WATER POlluTION

equivalent to  
0.6 garden  
swimming pools 
(3.4m3)

More inforMation online
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INTeRvIeW

How did you formulate the range?
To develop this eco-designed product, the challenge  
we set ourselves was to ensure that the cosmetic properties 
and quality of use were comparable to other classical 
shampoos.  The criteria for creating an eco-designed 
formula are based firstly on the choice of raw materials.  
We seek naturalness, biodegradability, no impact on 
biodiversity and low ecotoxicity. The final formula must be 
very largely biodegradable (≥95%) and not ecotoxic for 
aquatic organisms. 

is it possible to go further in eco-design?
These recently developed formulas have the performances 
sought by L’Oréal to meet consumer needs. A totally 
biodegradable formula would be ideal, of course,  
but for the moment this target is not attainable  
while maintaining the performance standard we have set. 
Nevertheless, this stringent target is a constant idea  
driving the way we formulate on a daily basis.

ReCOnCiLinG  
eCO-desiGn And PeRFORmAnCe

ENVIRONmENTAL LABELLING:  
A JOINT INITIATIVE BETWEEN GARnieR And CARReFOuR 

 Since 1st, July 2011 in France, Garnier joined forces with  
Carrefour for a year-long national experiment on environmental  
labelling launched by France’s ministry of ecology and  
Sustainable Development. It involves giving consumers a reliable, 
understandable indication of the environmental impact of  
the complete life cycle of shampoos and their packaging:  
greenhouse gas emissions, water consumption and water pollution.  
In a large number of France’s Carrefour supermarkets, “spotters”  
placed by ultra Doux shampoos invite consumers to go to websites  
where they can find further information. 

What new goals are you setting yourselves  
to further eco-design in the group?
As the years go by, we offer formulas that are  
ever-friendlier to the environment in terms of 
biodegradability, with performances equal to  
or better than the market’s. We also work directly  
with marketing to provide increasingly  
educational information for consumers  
(as in the case of environmental  
labelling). The idea is to help them  
to understand the issues immediately,  
and then be able to make  
fully-informed choices.  

sTéPHAnie nePLAz,  
SHAMPOO DEvElOPMENT MANAGER, l’ORÉAl 

The experiment puts consumers at  
the heart of the information system,  

making it possible to check their adherence.  
Through an on-line survey,  

consumers can contribute by giving  
their own views on this labelling. Carrefour wants  

to find the most suitable method of information  
so as to meet its customers’ requirements.

TesTImONIaL

(1) “With Carrefour and Garnier, you now know whether your shampoo is as kind to the environment as it is to your hair. Go to carrefour.fr.”

(1) 

AGATHe GROssmiTH,  
SuSTAINAblE DEvElOPMENT MANAGER, CARREFOuR GROuP 
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Production and logistics at L’Oréal are run by thousands of 
men and women whose daily work all over the world  
is focused on high quality products and customer satisfaction. 
The motto they all share: respect for the environment. 
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Focus on packaging
News round-up

Report on L’Oréal Brazil  

ENvIRONMENT

Innovating to reduce
THe eNVIRONmeNTAL  

FOOTPRINT

L’ 
 
Oréal integrates the principles of sustainable 
development into all stages of a product’s life 

cycle, from its design to its use by the consumer. For 
many years now, the group has been committed to an 
eco-responsible approach as regards the impact of its 
activity and aims for excellence in terms of environmen-
tal performance. In 2011, thanks to the mobilisation of 
all the teams in the field, further progress in reducing 
the environmental footprint was achieved, focusing on 
two strategic areas: the efficiency of resources and tech-
nological innovation projects. 

As part of its 10-year environmental strategy (2005-
2015), L’Oréal has set three clear targets for its plants 
and distribution centres: to reduce by 50% greenhouse 
gas emissions (in absolute value), water consumption 
per finished product unit and waste production per fin-
ished product unit.

L’Oréal’s ambition to win over a billion new consumers 
in the coming years while still achieving its environ-
mental targets is driving the group to be even more 
stringent. So day after day, the group seizes every 
opportunity for savings and rationalisation, as well as 
innovating in order to deploy completely new technolo-
gies in line with its environmental excellence approach.

–24.2%
transportable waste  

(excluding shuttle packaging)

–29.8%
greenhouse gas emissions  

(in absolute value) 

–22.6%
water consumption  

(in litre per finished product)

2005-2011 ResuLTs 
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IN 2011,  
The FOResT FOOTPRINT 
DIsCLOsURe PROJeCT 

RaNKeD L’ORÉaL  
amONG The LeaDeRs  

IN ITs seCTOR

ENvIRONMENT / PACKAGinG

Packaging 
pursues its

eCO-ReVOLuTION
Central to innovation within the group,  
packaging plays a key role in L’Oréal’s  

ambitious environmental approach. From one end of 
the life cycle to the other, it is continuing its journey of 

transformation on the path to eco-friendly design. 

Since 2007, l’Oréal has been committed to a strict policy of 
forestry certification for its paper and cardboard packaging 

through the active promotion of FSC (Forest Stewardship Council) cer-
tification. Previously only applicable to wood, this international stand-
ard has now been extended to cardboard and paper. Produced via 
responsible forestry operations that guarantee the forest’s sustainable 
management, FSC-certified materials are committed to the employ-
ment of local and regional workforces and the enforcement of strin-
gent safety standards.
“It’s a socio-environmental label which guarantees the preservation 
of the forest and combats deviations from labour law, such as the 
infringement of civil or human rights or the use of an illegal workforce,” 
explains Charles Duclaux, Packaging and Environment Director at 
l’Oréal’s Operations Department. “It is a real guarantee of ethical 
practices and quality. Today, more than 90% of our cardboard boxes 
are certified, over half by the FSC. The same approach has now been 
adopted by our printers as well, and 92% of their sites are now FSC-
certified. 
but we don’t plan to rest on our laurels, as certification is not sufficient 
if parallel actions are not instigated to reduce the weight and volume 
of our packaging, and lessen its impact on the environment. So every 
time an item of packaging is updated, we perform a simplified com-
parative life cycle analysis so that we can select a design that will help 
reduce these effects. This study takes into account all the stages of 
the packaging’s life cycle and is based on eight impact indicators, 
including CO2, water, eutrophication and waste.” 

inCReAsinG COnsumeR AWAReness

TesTImONIaL

Since L’Oréal became an FSC  
France member in 2010, we have observed  

a genuine commitment on the company’s part, 
not only in the use of FSC-certified packaging, 

but also in raising consumer awareness by 
including the FSC label on FSC-certified 

packaging and accompanying this label with  
an explanation, wherever possible.  
In order to protect the forests and  

the population groups that depend on them,  
we need all consumers at the end of  

the wood and paper product chain to make  
a point of buying FSC-certified products.

More inforMation online and on WWW.fSc.org  

mARie vALLée, DIRECTOR OF FSC FRANCE 
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BiOTHeRm sAves TONS OF PACKAGING
 The brand has been going for practical action,  

meaning that in 2011, 80% of the 50 ml glass jars  
used for its skin care cream contained 40% recycled glass.  
100% of the cardboard packaging was certified (70% FSC and  
30% PeFC, with a target of 100% FSC). The elimination of  
instruction leaflets, now printed on the inside of the box,  
saved 24 metric tons of paper in 2011 (30 metric tons  
expected in 2012). The plastic Pe bottles have also  
been redesigned, resulting in a 6g reduction  
in the 400-ml version, from 40 to 34g, and a 2.5g cut  
for the 200-ml bottle, from 25 to 22.5g.  
That’s 10 metric tons of plastic saved in 2011,  
with a saving of 26 metric tons planned for 2012.  
A community-spirited brand, Biotherm encourages  
consumers to recycle by using unscrewable pumps  
and providing helpful information on the packaging.  

THe WHOLe seCTOR is invOLved  

TesTImONIaL

We’ve been working with L’Oréal for over 35 years and  
the group was the first client to talk to us about FSC certification.  

Of course, it involved real organisational constraints,  
as even though the Autajon printing group has been FSC-certified  

since 2007, L’Oréal required all its suppliers to commit to  
the initiative. At the moment, some of our paper and  
cardboard manufacturers are still being certified,  

but 80% of this sector now has certification. 

HeRvé FeRROn, ENvIRONMENT AND QuAlITy MANAGER FOR 
THE AuTAJON GROuP, AN FSC-CERTIFIED PRINTER  

susTAinABLe deveLOPmenT    
AT THE HEART OF OUR BUSINESS LINES

 In order to increase awareness of eco-design principles in  
not only all the Packaging and Development teams but also  
marketing and Purchasing, L’Oréal has developed a three-day 
training course, the Sustainable Packaging Seminar, carried out in 
Asia, the united States, europe and shortly Latin America.  
Thus far, nearly 230 staff have been trained in materials, life cycle 
analysis, good environmental communication practices and  
the end of packaging life cycles. This is part of a more general  
move to raise team awareness that began four years ago.  
For the group, it’s about being able to put figures on the effects of  
the packaging chosen. But it’s also about harmonising and 
restructuring eco-design within L’Oréal through the set-up of  
an environmental approval system, a dedicated intranet site and 
simplified life cycle analysis software that can be used by non-experts.  
And then there’s the use of position papers: documents describing  
the group’s position on a certain number of subjects, such as PVC, 
bio-plastics, recycling, paper and cardboard, etc. In order to 
perpetuate our knowledge and expertise, a Packaging and 
environment Guide—the first of its kind, published in 2010 by  
the Packaging and environment Department—has been distributed to 
all the marketing, Packaging, Development and Purchasing teams, 
setting out the 10 commandments of eco-design according to  
L’Oréal and recommending good environmental communication 
practices with a view to avoiding greenwashing(2). 

GARnieR  
eCO-desiGns  
ITS PACKAGING

 Several years ago, 
Garnier embarked upon 
an eco-design initiative 
consisting of successive 
stages in line with  
the existing design of  
its products and packaging. 
The aim was to reduce  
its environmental impact. 
The flagship 50-ml  
skin care jar initially  
used 40% recycled glass, 
enabling a reduction in  
the energy consumed  
in producing the jars.  
Then, for its latest  
makeover in 2011,  
Garnier opted for  
a lighter plastic design 
which is not only more 
attractive but also cut  
the packaging’s impact  
on the environment  
by 30%(1) (according to  
the life cycle analysis 
carried out by  
an independent market 
research firm,  
confirmed by a jury of 
experts, in accordance  
with the ISO 14040 and  
14044 standards).  

(1) Study available on Garnier’s website. (2) Environmental discourse not followed by concrete actions.

neW 50 mL  
GARnieR jAR

–30%  
environmental 

impact 

CHARLes duCLAux,  
PACKAGING AND ENvIRONMENT DIRECTOR, l’ORÉAl

For the group, it’s about  
being able to put figures on  

the effects of the packaging chosen.  
But it’s also about harmonising and 

restructuring eco-design within  
L’Oréal through the various tools  

made available to staff. 

More inforMation online 
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In 2009, a unique bio-methanisation system 
was installed at libramont in belgium.  
Within this plant, electricity and hot water 
are produced from the combustion of 
methane gas generated by processed  
food waste. This production meets over 
100% of the electrical energy needed to  
run the plant, and 80% of the plant’s  
heating requirements, using the steam  
from the production process. This facility  
has enabled a reduction in the use of  

fossil fuels and, in 2010, the surplus  
electricity injected into the national grid  
was equivalent to the consumption of  
4,000 households.  
This highly successful experiment is sure  
to inspire other projects within the group 
over the coming years. 

Solar panels on the roofs of  
the L’Oréal Piscataway plant.

ENvIRONMENT / eneRGy

Solar  
wins over the 
subsidiaries

Libramont’s plant leads  
the way

mexico’s wind of change

sOLaR eNeRGy

BIO-Gaz

WIND TURBINes

New initiatives abound in l’Oréal plants  
the world over. In each case,  
the project is tailored to its location and 
configuration, as with the ychang  
plant in China, which has installed  
2,000 solar tubes to preheat the water,  
thus permitting a 6% cut in its fuel  
consumption. Spain’s burgos plant, 
meanwhile, will be achieving  
carbon neutral status thanks to a major 
biomass project and is already  
using green technologies such as  
solar panels and biomass to heat  
one of its buildings.  
At Pune in India, the plant uses  
solar energy to preheat the washing  
water, enabling a 7% reduction in  
its overall energy consumption level.  
It is already equipped with 320 solar  
panels spread over 970 square meters. 
Another shining example of the group’s 
commitment to concrete environmental 
results comes from the united States, 
where Piscataway will soon have  
reduced its CO2 emissions by 60%:  
thanks to the installation of lED lighting 
and solar panels on the roofs of  
the site, it has achieved a reduction 
equivalent to 1,000 metric tons of CO2.  
At the Franklin site in New Jersey,  
where electrical consumption  
is lower than at the Piscataway factory, 
the solar panels should permit a 25% cut  
in CO2 emissions, equivalent to  
1,700 fewer metric tons of CO2 in 2012.  
In Montreal, solar walls are being used  
not to produce electricity but to preheat 
the cold air outside before distributing it 
within the buildings during the winter.  
One hundred metric tons of carbon are 
thus saved on heating, which previously 
came from the use of natural gas.

Since 1st, December 2011, l’Oréal Mexico  
has had access to wind energy  
via its stake in the company Eurus,  
a producer of this form of renewable  
energy. Now 84% of the electrical  
energy used by the Mexico plant and  
the Centrex site comes from wind turbines, 
which from 2012, will reduce CO2 emissions  
by 60% compared with 2005.  
During the course of 2012, l’Oréal is also  
set to open its largest-ever hair colour plant  
at villa de Reyes in San luis Potosí state.  
This new production site, the group’s second  
in Mexico and the fourth in latin America,  
will also make use of solar energy.

More inforMation online 

Bio-methanisation unit at the L’Oréal plant in Libramont. 
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An ambitious partnership between l’Oréal and EDF: this was the basis of the environmental 
challenge adopted in 2007 at the historic vichy plant founded in 1969. The aim was  
a 50% cut in the site’s CO2 emissions. To achieve this, EDF Optimal Solutions (a subsidiary 
specialising in energy eco-efficiency) designed a tailor-made comprehensive energy 
solution factoring in vichy’s specific industrial processes. unveiled in June 2011,  
the new facilities now include not only triple energy recovery (enough to heat  
the equivalent of 12 Olympic swimming pools each year, or 88,000 m3 of washing water),  
but also an efficient geothermal system that heats the whole of the 50,000 square meters 
premises in the off-season, together with a free-cooling system that makes use of  
cool external air instead of conventional air-conditioning. A speed variator on one of  
the air compressors allows its operation to be tailored to the site’s needs, while  
remote management tools have also been incorporated to provide the real-time monitoring 
of energy consumption and CO2 savings as production progresses.  

The good performance  
of France’s Vichy plant

CO2  emIssIONs

More inforMation online 

Energy  
eco-efficiency 
installation  
in the Vichy plant.

In 2011, l’Oréal luxe  
achieved a 53% reduction  
in its CO2 emissions  
compared to 2005 across  
all its sites worldwide,  
thus exceeding the target  
of 50% set by the group  
for 2015. Having deployed  
effective energy efficiency  
actions and innovative  
renewable energy projects,  
it can be proud of  
having reached the targets  
early, while saving  
2,300 metric tons of CO2.

L’Oréal  
Luxe  
ahead  
of its  
targets

For a six-month period 
beginning on 1st, August 2011, 
l’Oréal uSA employees at the 
New york City headquarters 
were called to action for the 
“I’ve Got the Power” Energy 
Conservation Challenge, 

implemented in partnership with the uS Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA). This challenge was motivated 
by the knowledge that: 45% of the uS’s greenhouse 
gasses are emitted by business premises, and it is 
estimated that 30% of the energy consumed in these 
buildings is wasted. The aim was to reduce the energy 
consumption of l’Oréal uSA’s head office by rewarding 
the floor that obtained the best rate of reduction.
With this in mind, the participating employees were 
reminded of the simple actions that they could take to 
prevent energy waste, such as switching off lights and 
computers when leaving their workstations and offices. 
A Facebook page was also created to raise 
participants’ awareness.
but this challenge was only one facet of the numerous 
energy-saving measures taken by l’Oréal uSA, such as 

An all-American challenge

PAm ALABAsTeR,  
CORPORATE COMMuNICATIONS DIRECTOR, 

SuSTAINAblE DEvElOPMENT  
AND PublIC AFFAIRS, l’ORÉAl uSA 

Apart from raising  
employees’ awareness of  

the simple gestures they could  
take to conserve energy,  

L’Oréal’s USA headquarter office 
realised an energy savings of 9% 
between August and January with 
the winning floor reducing energy 

consumption by -37%.

the installation of solar panels on the Piscataway and 
Franklin sites, the use of hydro-electricity, and the 
installation of lED lighting. In 2011, ahead of schedule, 
these actions enabled the subsidiary to reach a 46% cut 
in greenhouse gas emissions. 
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TRaNsPORT

All-electric delivery 

ENvIRONMENT / WAsTe, TRAnsPORT, WATeR

Asia:  
targets achieved

WasTe

In 2011, the countries in l’Oréal’s Asia zone reached  
the 2015 50% reduction target for waste emissions  
per finished product and achieved the astounding  
feat of bringing the amount of waste generated per 
product unit down to 10.6 g. Thanks to ambitious  
sludge reduction projects (for instance, the vermiculture 
experiment at Pune in India) and the continuous 
improvement of manufacturing processes (including  
at the Suzhou site in China), a 17% improvement  
was achieved in comparison with 2010. 

For many years now, l’Oréal has been 
looking to introduce an all-electric  
transport policy within France in order to 
achieve “zero CO2 emissions”.  
The problem was finding a way to do it  
while still ensuring high-quality,  
safe, eco-friendly delivery: three  
constraints which appeared to rule out  
all the providers on the market.  
“In 2010, we discovered Deret, a reliable 
all-electric distribution network that  
could deliver to all our 400 Parisian outlets,” 
says Frédéric lagacherie, Director of  
the l’Oréal luxe Distribution Centre  
in France. “Since August 2010, the goods 
picked up by Deret in Orléans have  
been transported to the Gennevilliers 
distribution hub, then delivered in  

all-electric trucks. Instead of the 5% cut in 
CO2 emissions targeted, l’Oréal achieved  
a 17% reduction from the very first year.”  
And while awaiting the arrival of  
electric trailer-drawing vehicles  
with sufficient battery life to cover  
the distance between Orléans and 
Gennevilliers, l’Oréal has indulged  
in a little environmental humour:  
when Deret offered the free use of  
one of its vehicles as an advertising  
medium, the group chose to decorate  
its electric truck with the brand… Diesel. 

Instead of the 5% cut  
in CO2 emissions targeted, 

L’Oréal achieved  
a 17% reduction from  

the very first year. 

FRédéRiC LAGACHeRie,  
DIRECTOR OF THE l’OREAl luxE  

DISTRIbuTION CENTRE IN FRANCE

More inforMation online 
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Kiehl’s uSA’s 
eco-bag

ReCyCLING

COmmUNITy-sPIRITeD CamPaIGNs

The chic, eye-catching “Recycle and  
be Rewarded Initiative” launched 
between April and June 2011 for  
Earth Day was a sensation. To draw  
the public’s attention to the importance of 
recycling and minimising waste, the brand 
Kiehl’s offered its customers the gift of  
an elegant and colourful eco-friendly bag 
in a limited edition. Designed exclusively 
for Kiehl’s by American Grammy Award 
winning musician/producer Pharrell 
Williams, each bag was made in bionic® 
yarn material produced from plastic 
bottles. An emblematic gift for customers 
who chose environmentally-friendly 
products with a capacity of 500 ml to  
1 litre, or who brought empty packaging 
back to the shop.  

There were plenty of volunteers for the “love your beach” campaign 
launched by Garnier Australia in partnership with the Surfrider 
Foundation Australia, with 300 people rallying around to clean up  
the beaches of Freshwater, St Kilda, Noosa and Gold Coast.  
They removed 20,000 items (i.e. 450 kg of rubbish). The foundation 
received 2,000 letters from people who also wanted to protect  
their beaches. The most convincing letter received a donation of 
5,000 dollars to maintain the quality of the water and halt the erosion 
of the dunes on Kings beach at Caloundra. 
At the same time as this operation, Dop and the French National 
Forestry Office launched another environmental campaign to 
rehabilitate the beaches of the Ile d’Oléron, ravaged by  
the hurricane xynthia. 30th, April 2011 was a great community-spirited 
day spent cleaning up the shore and dunes of the Ile d’Oléron,  
with 400 people rallying around to eliminate the traces of the storm. 
besides, the site www.adopteundechet.com incited web users  
to adopt a piece of rubbish, with a playful and highly original 
approach. The total weight of rubbish adopted up till 30th, June was 
then actually collected, thanks to financial support from the brand. 

l’Oréal’s French subsidiary, specialised in the production of 
cosmetic ingredients using chemistry and biotechnologies,  
is a perfect example of environmental innovation and  
performance in the use of water. Six years of studies were  
needed to combine a physicochemical system with treatment by 
phytoremediation. Today the “100% clean water” project  
makes it possible to treat the wastewater from a Chimex factory  
so effectively that it can be returned to the natural environment.  
A first for the chemical industry! “And what’s so amazing is that  
the project was thought up by one of the factory employees,”  
says Chimex Operations Director Karine Melloul.  “We have  
now successfully completed phase one of the operation.  
Soon this innovative solution should make it possible, through  
the phytoremediation gardens (phytoremediation is a group of 
technologies using the bacteria that develop around plants  
as the main treatment agent) to restore wastewater to the natural 
environment, and to function in a closed circuit, re-using the water.”  
This means real savings in water consumption. Inaugurated  
in October 2011, the phytoremediation gardens at Mourenx  
enable savings in basic resources like water, while preserving  
the social aspects and landscapes of sites where the technology  
is set up. Above all, they represent the hope of cleaner,  
more responsible chemicals. 

Operation  
100% clean water 
at Chimex

Garnier and Dop 
clean up beaches 

Soon this innovative solution 
should make it possible, 

through the phytoremediation 
gardens, to restore  

wastewater to the natural 
environment, and to function  
in a closed circuit, re-using  

the water for production.

KARine meLLOuL,  
CHIMEx OPERATIONS DIRECTOR,  

l’ORÉAl 

WaTeR
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BRAZIL, A mODeL 
of eco-responsibility for the group

With two plants—in Rio and São Paulo—com-
bining the highest standards of safety and 

environmental performance (triple certification: ISO 9000 
Quality, ISO 14001 Environment and OHSAS 18001 Safety), 
l’Oréal brazil displays unremitting determination to imple-
ment an ambitious eco-responsibility policy in parallel 
with its economic development. At the São Paulo produc-
tion unit, the group’s biggest plant in terms of volume pro-
duction, one exemplary initiative in terms of EHS(1) is a 
“Water Working Group” programme, which helped cut 
water consumption by 25% between 2005 and 2011. Simi-
lar efforts have been made in Rio with the Eyedropper 
group, a work team whose task is to raise staff awareness 
in terms of reducing resources and optimising industrial 
processes. 
Some of their achievements include the automation of 
the water used to clean the vessels, the installation of 
spray nozzles preventing waste, and daily monitoring—all 
of which slashed water consumption by 30% over the 
same period. This amounts to an overall saving of 89 mil-
lion litres of water per year since 2005. 

Allying rapid growth  
with sustainable development
In brazil, l’Oréal is thus achieving one of its key goals: to 
combine production growth with sustainable develop-
ment. The brazilian subsidiary has already reached its tar-
get of reducing CO2 emissions by 54%, and has cut its use 
of energy by 38%, water by 27% and waste production by 

In the third largest global cosmetics market, the Brazil subsidiary  
is not only exemplary in terms of economic performance:  

the Brazilian model—a prototype that is still unique— 
is also a showcase for the group’s environmental and ethical progress. 

17%. The fall in CO2 emissions is the result of introducing 
good energy efficiency practices (as at Rio de Janeiro, 
where the heat from the effluents is collected to preheat 
the washing water) and the use of solar energy to heat 
the water (an initiative implemented at both plants). 
Other innovative projects are in progress at the São Paulo 
plant, such as housing its plastic bottle supplier on site 
from January 2012. This move will improve productivity and 
environmental performances right along the supply chain 
(180 fewer metric tons of CO2 emissions per year and 
80 metric tons less packaging required annually from 2012 
for transporting bottles). 

Combining talents and social diversity
More than anywhere else in the world, diversity is part of 
brazil’s DNA. For l’Oréal, it was therefore essential to con-
struct a recruitment strategy factoring in the major social 
and cultural disparities of this market. 
As well as the more traditional recruitment pools of big 
cities, states other than Rio and São Paulo and less well-
known universities are now included, enabling young tal-
ent to be unearthed on the spot. The “pépinières” pro-
gramme (for management trainees) attracted young 
talents in 2011 from all over the country, with a wide range 
of educational and social backgrounds. With 60% of 
short-term contracts and trainees taken on at the end of 
their contracts, l’Oréal brazil boasts a youthful average 
age (around 36) among its management and supervisory 
teams. And a further advantage is provided by the expa-
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On the left, returnable transport packaging at the São Paulo L’Oréal plant; on the right, natural lighting in the Rio L’Oréal distribution centre. 

(1) Environment, Health and Safety. 
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triation programme, designed to create loyalty and 
develop internal skills by encouraging mobility among the 
group’s brazilian staff. In 2011, 27 members of staff went off 
to work in France, Portugal, the united States, Dubai and 
Argentina.

A unique ethical programme
After the set-up of a new international network of Ethic 
representatives, l’Oréal brazil has had an Ethics repre-
sentative since 2009. Her task is to implement the group’s 
Ethics programme and establish a reference in view of 
promoting good practices. She is also there to provide 
advice and guidance in making ethical decisions at all 
levels of the company. All staff members are informed 
about l’Oréal’s ethical values and culture as soon as they 
arrive. 
Ethics is part of all HR training programmes. At the “Ethics 
Days” held on 20th, October 2011, during which staff were 
able to chat informally about ethical issues with Chairman 
and CEO Jean-Paul Agon, brazil came second in the Top 10 
countries asking the most questions.

opposite: L’Oréal Brazil’s  
management trainees.  

On the right, the Brazilian  
Ethics representative  
Rosmari Capra-Sales  

leading a training session  
for Ethics Day 2011.

CO2  
emissions

–54%
energy  
used  

–38%
water  
used 

–27%
waste 

production

–17%

THE SOCIAL ROLE PLAYED BY eduCATiOn
 Several educational programmes bear witness to L’Oréal Brazil’s 

commitment to help local communities develop. The first concerns  
the 12 communities making up the Complexo do Alemão in the north  
of Rio de Janeiro, where 70,000 people lived under the control of  
the drug barons, as well as in Rocinha and Cidade de Deus.  
The aim is to develop matrix micro-distributors in these communities  
by giving interested residents all the necessary training and tools  
for them to create their own businesses and increase their income.  
Another impressive social project is “Oficina de Beleza”. Launched  
during the group centenary, the project provides disadvantaged young 
people with comprehensive training on hair and make-up, to help them  
be competitive when it comes to enter the work market. So far,  
“Oficina de Beleza” has already trained 131 young people, 66% of whom 
have now found jobs. In addition, the L’Oréal Professionnel Institute—a 
school providing professional hairdressing and manicure training with  
384 hours of courses—which opened in Rio in 2010, has enabled  
the training of 300 hairdressers, all of whom have been recruited by  
local hair salons. In 2011, two more institutes opened, one in São Paulo,  
the other in Rio, and four others are planned for 2012. The overall target  
is to create 100 franchises in 10 years. Finally, the “Hairdressers  
against AIDS” project has raised awareness in almost one million 
individuals since 2006. This key educational programme promoted by  
the L’Oréal Foundation has made hair salons standard-bearers in the fight 
against AIDS, mainly through the deployment of banners in the salons  
and the production of a celebrity calendar with a message on how to  
avoid the disease.

SPECIFIC RePORTinG 
 To illustrate the subsidiary’s numerous  

environmental initiatives, L’Oréal Brazil has produced  
its own report on sustainable development,  
to highlight the actions carried out and the results  
already obtained in terms of sustainable development.  
Due to come out in 2012, it will focus on the subsidiary’s 
challenges and values, its respect for ethics and  
the consumer, and the search for local talent. 

Above, a young woman training at a hairdressing 
workshop for the “Oficina de Beleza” project. 
Opposite, a class at the L’Oréal Professionnel Institute. 

More inforMation online
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L’Oréal’s main asset is the talent of its teams.  
Recruitment, career management, training and  
safety at work are priority issues for the group.
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Focus on talent
News round-up

Report on Green Academies  

SOCIAl AND  
SOCIETAl RESPONSIbIlITy

A daily commitment to all
THe STAKeHOLDeRS 

44,060 
employees  

have been trained

8.5% 
reduction in  

industrial accidents with  
sick leave versus 2010  

(based on the enlarged frequency rate)  

793 
social audits  

conducted at  
group supplier sites 

2011 Key FiGuRes  F 
 
or L’Oréal, being the leader implies being a 
responsible company whose relations with others 

are beyond reproach, whether they be staff members, 
suppliers or partners. As a community-spirited com-
pany, L’Oréal’s first duty is to provide a healthy, risk-free 
working environment to its staff. The group also pays 
close attention to managing its talents. Taking care of 
them, focusing on their human qualities as well as their 
performance and looking beyond the mere compatibility 
of profiles with the group’s needs are key elements in the 
group’s policy. In 2011, the Human Resources teams con-
tinued to be driven by these goals, especially in making 
the most of the wide-ranging cultures in L’Oréal sub-
sidiaries and staff. 

Being responsible also means building solid, transpar-
ent relations with the group’s suppliers, and making 
them more than just commercial connections. This 
year, thanks to a new guide, the Purchasing teams have 
reaffirmed their ethical commitment in their dealings, 
and proved their desire to see suppliers as real partners 
in shared growth.

Being responsible means that L’Oréal needs to take 
account of major global issues in terms of sustain-
able growth, and raise awareness in the group’s stake-
holders every time the opportunity arises. This is the 
goal pursued by the Professional Products Division, 
which throughout the year continued to open “Green 
Academies”: the new training centres with their entirely 
environmentally-friendly design.

For L’Oréal, attentiveness to others and excellence are 
inseparable, because the group is convinced that suc-
cess in its business lines is also due to the way it runs 
them: with humanity and community spirit.
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SOCIAl AND SOCIETAl RESPONSIbIlITy / TALenTs

Attracting, training and  
creating loyalty in

TOmORROW’S TALeNT

Faced with the New Markets whose growth is accel-
erating, developing teams more quickly has 

become a necessity. l’Oréal now has to meet a new chal-
lenge: finding the right balance between local and inter-
national talent. First of all, how do we recruit junior staff—
tomorrow’s managers—in an extremely competitive 
context? “To attract the most talented students, apart from 
our Reveal and brandstorm recruitment games, we work 
with the top universities in every country,” says Olivier 
lecocq, Director of Human Resources for the Asia-Pacific 
zone. He adds, “in a very dynamic Asian context, with 
annual growth of 15% and peaks of 25% in China and India 
in particular, we are looking for young staff with mental 
agility, able to manage this constant fluctuation and 
anticipate a market that is growing at a tremendous rate”.

Promoting local talent
There is one big advantage: l’Oréal is an employer brand 
that is very attractive to students in Africa and the Middle 
East. “In the Africa-Middle East zone, where people have a 
beauty culture, l’Oréal is a company they aspire to,” says 
Galina Kouzina, Director of Human Resources for the Africa-
Middle East zone. “We are planning strong growth in coun-
tries where we are already operating,” she adds. “And 
ambitious objectives require genuine talent. We select 
applicants who show the potential to move up through the 
various levels over the next two to five years.” Another chal-
lenge lies in recruiting and ensuring the internal mobility of 
experienced managers, guardians of the l’Oréal culture. 
This strategic task falls to Talent Management Directors, who 
work in close cooperation with local HRDs. “These ‘talent 

To respond to the sharp growth in New Markets,  
L’Oréal has implemented an innovative human resources policy.  

It is designed to form suitable teams who must be recruited, trained,  
made loyal and developed. An ambitious, tailor-made strategy  

that gives a considerable place to local talent. 

The L’Oréal Pakistan team.
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hunters’, whom I meet monthly, are invaluable: they are 
based in the country, so have an in-depth understanding 
of the local context and needs. They initiate recruitment, 
meet applicants and can instantly pinpoint the strengths 
and weaknesses of our staff,” continues Olivier lecocq. 

exceptional opportunities for mobility 
Once staff are recruited, l’Oréal, as a responsible employer, 
has the strategy of retaining them in a context where staff 
turnover is ingrained. “The loyalty creation process means 
having attractive prospects for career development, with 
the rapid assumption of responsibilities,” says Christophe 
Gamet, Director of Human Resources for the latin  
America zone. Another key aspect encouraging loyalty is 
the exceptional regional and international mobil ity 
offered by l’Oréal in its new subsidiaries. “The students 
recruited can have their first international experience 
after only three years, in highly attractive countries like 
brazil or Mexico,” adds Christophe Gamet. Not forgetting 
that “international mobility gives expats greater open-
ness, a more refined approach and a better understand-
ing of the field. In short, personal development that 
enriches the group…” 

You were appointed in July 2011.  
What exactly is your role?
My job is to spot talent for the Latin 
America zone, both within and outside 
the company. In-house, this involves 
knowing all the teams in the various 
countries in the zone: understanding  
their motivation, knowing their strengths 
and expectations and helping them  
build a local, regional and international 
career in the group. Outside the company, 
it involves a thorough knowledge of 
the local markets. The work consists of 
sourcing, which requires being proactive, 
having the right partners and knowing 
the cultural features of each country  
in order to pinpoint the best talents.  
It is in-depth, long-term work, for which 
you need to build up relationships of  
trust with our teams, our talents, and  
of course external applicants.

What are your systems and techniques 
for locating, identifying and  
meeting emerging talents in your zone?
When we assess applicants, we have to 
take into account the various aspects 
making up their potential, in the right 
proportions, like their career path, 
achievements, ambitions, abilities and 
sensitivity to the beauty business.
We need to have the hunter approach: 

whether we have a position available  
or not, we constantly seek the right  
talent for the group, and recruit it when 
we find it. The group’s network of  
Talent Management Directors is also  
very important: when we are considering 
an international transfer, we all confer 
with one another so that we have  
an overall idea and can look ahead:  
we need to be more proactive and 
anticipate more.

How do you identify  
employees’ expectations?
Interviews alone are not enough  
to pinpoint their needs. You need  
to dig deeper, and find out  
what their expectations really are.  
So you need to spend time with them. 
The development of their careers  
is the most essential part of our role.  
We have regular formal meetings  
several times a year in the country,  
in the zone and at group level,  
which we combine with a daily, 
individual follow-up of our staff.  
In addition, developing and monitoring 
careers begins on the very day  
they join the group. In my view,  
a new employee’s induction and 
integration is a crucial stage.  
Our aims are very clear: to increase  

the quality of talent in the Latin  
America zone by making the best possible 
use of regional and international  
mobility, as well recruiting new  
“gems” from outside, who will  
help us continue expanding  
the group over the coming years. 

INTeRvIeW

TALenT mAnAGemenT issues 

judiTH Ruiz de esQuide, 
TAlENT MANAGEMENT DIRECTOR  

FOR THE lATIN AMERICA ZONE, l’ORÉAl,  
bASED IN bRAZIl

Knowing the cultural  
features of each country  

in order to pinpoint  
the best talents.

DIveRsITy aT L’ORÉaL  

 A Global Diversity Department  
was set up in 2005 
On an international level, a network of some thirty  
local coordinators carries out actions in the field.

 A policy for promoting diversity  
focusing on six priority areas:  
Nationality, socio-cultural and ethnic origins,  
gender, handicap and age.

 European label
In 2011, L’Oréal was awarded the first European  
label for professional equality, the Gender  
Equality-European Standard (GE-ES), for seven  
European countries: France, Italy, Spain, Belgium, 
Germany, the United Kingdom and Ireland.  

More inforMation online
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SOCIAl AND SOCIETAl RESPONSIbIlITy / enviROnmenT, HeALTH And sAFeTy

To pursue its ambitious policy successfully, the group has an Environment, Health and Safety 
Manager for each geographic zone (North America, latin America, Asia, Africa-Middle East and 
Europe) whose task is to assure that the group’s EHS(1) standards are implemented. These zone  
EHS Managers liaise with the International EHS Department. Since this organisation was introduced  
in December 2010, the International EHS Department, reporting to the group’s Operations Division, 
has been able to cover all fields of business throughout the world with a single reference EHS system.
The results are more than encouraging: the target of a 25% reduction in accidents set for 2011  
has been exceeded. In 2011, the number of accidents fell by 36.8%. The ultimate target of  
“zero accidents” remains to be achieved. To attain it, l’Oréal needs to maintain a safety culture of 
the very highest standard of excellence. As Environment, Health and Safety International Director 
Miguel Castellanos explains, “Our ambition is to be one of the best companies in the world in terms of 
environment, health and safety. because our goal is to be a community-spirited company,  
we have a duty to be responsible not only to our customers, our suppliers and our 68,000 employees, 
but also the communities with whom we carry out our business.”  

An ambitious organisation 
eNvIRONmeNT, heaLTh aND saFeTy

miGueL CAsTeLLAnOs,  
ENvIRONMENT, HEAlTH AND SAFETy  
INTERNATIONAl DIRECTOR, l’ORÉAl 

1
Committing to  

“zero accident”

2
Being proactive and exemplary

3
Respecting the environment  

in all our activities

4
Nothing justifies  

a risk of injury at work

5
management is responsible  
for the safety of its staff and  
must show this in the field

6
Contributing to  

our safety at work and  
that of our colleagues

L’ORÉAL’S  
6 eHS PRINCIPLeS

(1) Environment, Health and Safety. 

A shared culture
eRGONOmICs

launched in 2010, the “Ergonomic Attitude” programme  
aims to improve priority areas in ergonomics. Programmes 
that have already been developed and launched include 
packaging line design and computer workstations.  
Since then, the programme has been extended to the North 
America and Europe zones within Operations (factories and 
distribution centres). In addition, several administrative sites  
in France, Italy and the united Kingdom have launched 
“Ergonomic Attitude” initiatives via training courses and 
awareness-raising in managers. Since 2011, good worldwide 
ergonomic practices database is maintained on an intranet 
sharing platform on the group EHS Intranet site. In France, the 
Sicos l’Oréal luxe factory created an Ergonomics position 
and developed specific focused ergonomic training courses. 
Consumers Products Division Rambouillet factory won  
the l’Oréal Health & Safety 2011 Award for its “zero lifting” 
programme. It is now aiming for “zero manual handling.”  
“In barely a year, a real culture of ergonomics has  
emerged within the group,” notes Malcolm Staves,  
group Health and Safety Director, “and though 2011  
was an excellent year, 2012 promises to be even better  
for the “Ergonomic Attitude” programme.  

In the Sicos plant, an ergonomic arm to avoid lifting boxes manually.

Our ambition is to be  
one of the best companies  
in the world in terms of  

environment, health and safety.
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(1) Learning for Development, the group’s training and development department. (2) European Centre for Executive Development. 

The Pudong R&I centre and Mexico’s 
distribution centre (below) which 
obtained LEED Gold certification. 

model buildings
sUsTaINaBLe BUILDINGs POLICy

For the last five years, l’Oréal has sought to obtain the international certification 
most representative of its geographic zone for every new building.  
Among the best known are the American lEED, the british bREEAM and  
the French HQE certifications. Every time, obtaining the certification requested 
depends on the number of environmental actions undertaken, such as  
water recovery from the roof, the quality of insulation, the amount of  
natural rather than artificial light and the choice of recyclable carpeting.  
Ten buildings have already been certified around the world, and this figure  
will be doubled in two years. In 2011, a plant extension in the united States  
gained the lEED Gold certification, the last step before lEED Platinum certification, 
the highest standard of quality recognised in the uSA. Issues linked to  
sustainable buildings concern not just reducing the environmental impact of  
the building on energy and water, but also the health of staff, their comfort,  
the accessibility of the premises and respect of biodiversity.

More inforMation online

nATHALie CARLeTTO,  
lFD(1) OPERATIONS MANAGER, l’ORÉAl

COnFROnTinG 
PRACTiCes

TesTImONIaL

The CEDEP(2)  
has provided us with  

world class  
professors/researchers.  
And connecting with  

other companies  
has enabled managers to  

compare their safety  
culture and practices with  

other site managers  
in various sectors with  

different responsibilities.  
Site managers in every  

company are now  
aware that they share  
the same issues and  

challenges.

saFeTy

“So that everyone feels involved in  
the company’s approach to safety,  
the key priority is managers’ awareness  
as the prime players in the safety of  
their staff, and the daily implementation of 
the environment and ergonomics of 
workstations,” says Nathalie Carletto,  
lfd(1) Operations Manager in l’Oréal.  
The group’s EHS department and 
Operations’ lfd department have  
provided them with two training courses.

“Safety and Leadership”
is a course intended for site directors and 
their managers, technical directors and 
supply chain managers, and members of 
plant management committees,  
distribution centres and administrative  
sites, including EHS managers.  
The seminar, organised with the CEDEP(2),  
is multi-company, which enables discussion 
about different points of view in safety 
culture. The programme provides practical 
content on safety culture, with hands-on 
reports by DuPont de Nemours and  

Training to perform
personal stories from industrial managers 
from various companies, and theoretical 
content on managing stress and risk in 
decision-making. 88 l’Oréal managers  
have already been on the course,  
including 42 in 2011.

“eHS Operations & Labs” 
is a training course designed for team 
leaders and members of plant management 
committees, distribution centres and 
laboratories, as well EHS managers.  
The course, which is very operational, 
answers the question: “How do you manage 
day to day while including the aspects of 
EHS, and how do you incorporate those 
aspects into plans for change?”  
Designed in early 2011, the course  
was taken this year by 132 Europeans and  
24 Mexicans, and will be rolled out in North 
America and Asia in 2012. 

Safety rules in the Manchester distribution centre. 

More inforMation online
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Suppliers  
at the heart of L’Oréal  

SOCIAl AND SOCIETAl RESPONSIbIlITy / PuRCHAsinG

“In-house” production consists of  
installing a supplier’s machines and  
staff on the actual premises of  
the l’Oréal production plant.  
The concept, which requires a substantial 
production volume to be attained to  
justify all the investment, is ideally  
suited to mass production cosmetics and 
the technological specialisation of  
l’Oréal’s plants. The process is  
dedicated to simple packaging with  
a short production line that is easy to  
install at an existing site.
In l’Oréal, “In-house” production  
was introduced for the first time in 2010.  
It concerned making plastic bottles for 
Elsève and Fructis hair care products for  
the European market at Rambouillet and 
Settimo respectively.  
At present, five production sites  
are concerned: in France at Rambouillet,  
in belgium at libramont, in Italy at Settimo,  
in the united States at Florence and  
in brazil at São Paulo. In 2012, more than  
a billion finished products will be made 
using this principle. l’Oréal is planning to 
inaugurate two new installations by  
the end of 2012 in Poland and Mexico,  
and is investigating other sites,  
wherever the system can be used.

PRODUCTION

“In-house”  
production  
in the Settimo  
plant.

“In-house” production in  
the Florence plant.

sAvinGs AT ALL sTAGes 

TesTImONIaL

In terms of direct  
impact on the environment,  

the “In-house” system  
eliminates the road transport of  

empty bottles and all  
the associated packaging,  

especially pallets.
For the supply chain,  
the closeness of bottle  

production at the filling site  
results in more flexible  
production scheduling,  

which is adjusted on  
a daily basis. So a bottle  

can come off the line  
in the morning and  
be filled right away.  
Stock is reduced to  
the minimum and  

for some lines we produce  
just-in-time. Additionally,  
these products are made  

with very innovative  
investments in terms of  
industrial production,  

and they improve  
economic performance.  
The “In-house” system  

is a comprehensive project  
in direct line with  

the group’s sustainable  
development targets.

CHRisTOPHe GuesneT,  
GENERAl PuRCHASING DIRECTOR, l’ORÉAl

L’Oréal  
production  

sites use  
the “In-house” 

system 

5
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For the second year running, a private packaging 
innovation trade fair, Cherry Pack 2, has been  
staged in France, at the heart of l’Oréal.  
Seven packaging suppliers—Jackel, Rexam, RPC, 
yonwoo, RlC, bioplan and the Pochet Group— 
briefed in advance by Research and Marketing,  
were preselected by a multi-sector l’Oréal team. 
Coming from all spheres, the packaging suppliers 
presented their innovations. 
They were able to interact with 700 staff from l’Oréal, 
including the managers of international brands,  
with the aim of stimulating innovation and  
the launch of new products. by getting suppliers  
to participate in this strategy, they become  
real partners in the group’s development.

More inforMation online

New stage in 
cooperative innovation

PaRTNeRshIP

When the “The Way We Buy”  
guide was launched in  

July 2011, we organised  
question and answer sessions to  

discuss ethical questions  
with professional buyers.  

We gave each of them  
their own printed copy of  

the guide. They are  
ambassadors for the guide,  

both in-house and  
with our suppliers.

AmBAssAdORs FOR  
A COde OF eTHiCs

TesTImONIaL

A new international ethical 
guide for purchasing 
The Purchasing Department has worked hand in hand with  
the Ethics Department to create a guide named “The Way We buy”,  
for all staff in the group who deal with suppliers. It is an integral part  
of the group’s Ethical Charter, and shows how l’Oréal’s ethical values  
such as integrity, mutual respect and excellence lie at the heart  
of the purchasing process. 
l’Oréal’s purchasing is extremely varied, and covers raw materials,  
packaging, packaging machinery and buying services alike. For all these  
areas of purchasing, l’Oréal has produced an ethical guide to help the  
600 professional buyers and 10,000 occasional buyers involved in purchasing 
decisions in their daily relations with suppliers. 
The guide is laid out as four chapters (buying is teamwork, buying with integrity, 
buying with respect, Working with suppliers who respect our ethical standards).  
It answers very practical questions, rather like a user manual. The guide  
is currently translated into 12 languages, is available to everyone, and  
is the sole reference in all the group entities.

emmAnueLLe BAiLLOu,  
DEvElOPMENT MANAGER  

FOR THE PuRCHASING COMMuNITy, l’ORÉAl

ResPONsIBLe PURChasING
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GReeN ACADemIeS:

The project was instigated by the Professional 
Products Division, which distributes the l’oréal 

professionnel, Kérastase, KérasKin, reDKen, matrix and pureoloGy 
brands in hair salons. Each “Green Academy” meets three 
key requirements: innovation, excellence and sustainabil-
ity, and is entirely focused on respect for the environment. 
Stringent environmental standards are factored in right 
from the construction stage: access for the disabled, eco-
nomical use of water, purified air, controlled heating, a 
healthy environment and architecture that promotes 
natural light. locations are chosen for their accessibility, 
building materials are environmentally-friendly or certi-
fied, wastewater is reused and a selective waste sorting 
programme is operated. To save water, taps are fitted with 
flow reducers.

A comprehensive  
sustainable development approach
“Green Academies” also promote well-being for users. To 
eliminate noise pollution, the market’s least noisy—and 
lightest—hairdryers are purchased, and insulating slabs 
are installed. Chairs and stools are adjustable, and the air 
is purified by a photocatalyst.
In addition to energy savings and the well-being of haircare 
professionals, the programme aims to instil the principles of 

With Madrid, Santiago de Chile and Strasbourg in 2011, and soon Brussels and Hamburg,  
the new environmentally-friendly professional training centres known as “Green Academies” 

are on the increase, laying the foundations for 21st century hair salons.

going to schools for  
responsible hairdressing

StraSbourg
Inaugurated on 21st, June 2011  
in the presence of Laurent Dubois, 
managing Director of L’Oréal  
Professional Products France,  
Christophe Ruffat, Deputy  
managing Director of  
the Professional Products Division,  
and Robert hermann, First  
Deputy mayor, the strasbourg  
“Green academy” has developed  
a variety of sustainable  
innovations to benefit  
the hairdressers of the future,  
and can now welcome and  
train over 1,000 professionals  
each year.  

sustainability in the people working there, and encourage 
them to disseminate green values while providing them with 
high-quality training and access to a worldwide profes-
sional network. user manuals based on the concepts of 
sustainability are offered to them, and are also accessible 
online. 

r
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HumBeRTO CAsiLLA,  
DIRECTOR OF THE PROFESSIONAl PRODuCTS DIvISION,  

l’ORÉAl CHIlE

This approach testifies  
to a new stage in meeting  

our commitments to  
both the environment and  

our customers and consumers  
around the world.

More inforMation online
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1
easy access for  
disabled people

2
Certified, recycled,  
non-toxic building materials

3
energy savings through  
controlled heating,  
architecture that promotes  
natural light, lighting  
control systems and  
presence detectors

4
Purified air (photocatalyst)

5
healthy environment  
(insulating slabs,  
phosphate-free paints)

THe 10 FuNDAmeNTALS OF  
A “GReeN ACADemy”

6
Water savings through  
more efficient plumbing  
systems (reduced tap flow,  
better pipe insulation,  
taps with timer controls  
or presence detectors,  
dual-drainage sinks, etc.)

7
sorting, recycling and  
destruction of waste

8
Waste and water treatment

9
elimination of noise pollution

10
Reduced paper consumption

madrid 
Inaugurated on 5th, may 2011, this “Green academy”  
located in L’Oréal’s madrid headquarters is  
designed to welcome 8,000 hairdressers each year.  
For Didier Tisserand, President of L’Oréal spain until 2011,  
“the support we have given this academy, a pioneer  
in spain and the first of its kind in the world,  
reaffirms our commitment to the environment.  
an eco-sustainable salon costs roughly  
15% more than a conventional one, but this cost  
should gradually decrease with changes in  
legislation, innovative materials and medium- and  
long-term savings”. 

Santiago de Chile
On 8th, march 2011, the L’Oréal Professional Products  
Division opened the doors of the academia santiago,  
which aims to train 3,000 professionals each year.  
Designed in accordance with the sustainability  
principles of recycling, green materials and  
reduced consumption, the centre will endeavour  
to boost the creativity of haircare professionals through 
high-technology products, innovative marketing,  
high-quality training and access to a global  
network of top stylists.  
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Taking care of themselves and their appearance  
can help vulnerable people find the will and strength to 
rebuild themselves or be reintegrated into society.  
This conviction drives many solidarity programmes 
sponsored by L’Oréal and its Foundation. 
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SOlIDARITy

Focus on Solidarity Sourcing
News round-up

Report on Citizen Day 

GIVING meANING
to beauty

S 
 
haring growth is one of the main themes under-
lying L’Oréal’s citizen commitment. In particu-

lar, it means that the group pays increased attention to 
its surrounding communities. In 2011, solidarity was 
the common theme for several emblematic initiatives 
supported by the group, its brands, its subsidiaries and 
its Foundation. This significant progress illustrates the 
commitment of all the group’s employees and partners 
around the world, who are willing to support pro-
jects that benefit communities, are consistent with the 
group’s activities and meet real social needs.

“Solidarity Sourcing”, a global purchasing programme 
launched in 2010, thus moved into full gear this year. 
Because a group’s primary economic and social contri-
bution is its purchasing power, L’Oréal decided to make 
its sourcing an original way to help economically vul-
nerable communities by giving them long-term access 
to jobs and incomes.

Solidarity has been one of the L’Oréal Foundation’s 
guiding lines ever since it was created, expressed in 
programmes designed for people made vulnerable by 
illness or precarious situations in life. In 2011, L’Oréal 
had a number of commitments: promoting education 
and equal opportunity, restoring personal appearance 
—the foremost factor in social ties—and providing 
access to beauty for everyone, with a common ambi-
tion: to give meaning to the beauty business. 

Beyond the major global programmes initiated by the 
Foundation, each L’Oréal entity is encouraged to under-
take local actions relevant to its local situation. In 2011, 
the group witnessed particularly widespread mobilisa-
tion on “Citizen Day”—for the second edition of this 
Day organised each year in the subsidiaries, thousands 
of employees took part in practical, beneficial solidarity 
actions in the field.  

L33.2
million allocated to 

philanthropy actions

More than 

40 
subsidiaries involved in 

Solidarity Sourcing  
programmes

15,600
employees mobilised for  

the Citizen Day

2011 Key FiGuRes 
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SOlIDARITy / sOLidARiTy sOuRCinG

Because a group’s primary eco-
nomic and social contribution is its 

purchasing power, l’Oréal decided to make 
its sourcing a lever to combat exclusion and 
damaged social ties. Drawing inspiration from 
The body Shop, the pioneer behind Commu-
nity Fair Trade, the group profoundly trans-
formed its purchasing process, opening it up 
to new types of suppliers. These include com-
panies working for the inclusion of disabled 
people, companies promoting social integra-
tion, very small, small and mid-sized businesses 
that have difficulty in accessing major con-
tractors, minority-owned companies and pro-
ducers practising fair trade. 

A global solidarity programme 
at the heart of business
“Our programme is not a form of sponsorship 
or charity,” explains Chea lun, Solidarity 
Sourcing Director. “It is a new, more attentive 
purchasing method and is thus totally inte-
grated into l’Oréal’s business model. Although 
many companies are currently turning to 
responsible and even socially-oriented pur-
chasing, their projects primarily target a single 
raw material or specific service. At l’Oréal, the 
programme covers all our geographic areas 
and purchasing activities (raw materials, 

packaging, indirect purchases, etc.). We are 
therefore aiming for deployment across the 
board.” 

New objectives for buyers
Fully integrated into the roadmap for the 
group’s buyers, this programme is part of their 
purchasing objectives. They are therefore 
encouraged to seek out new types of suppliers 
and assist these companies, which are not used 
to working with major international groups. buy-
ers also have to adhere to a rigorous supplier 
selection process in order to guarantee the pro-
gramme’s social impact and the serious-mind-
edness of its projects. As Chea lun explains, 
“companies that meet the programme’s crite-
ria are not given special treatment: like any 
other, they have to respect l’Oréal’s commit-
ments in terms of ethics, the environment and 
social regulations, while proving that they are 
competitive”. In 2012, “Solidarity Sourcing” is 
looking to raise awareness about this approach 
in more traditional suppliers in order to convince 
them, in turn, to be more socially responsible in 
their purchasing.  

CHeA Lun,  
SOlIDARITy SOuRCING DIRECTOR, l’ORÉAl

The main idea is to use 
L’Oréal’s purchasing power to 

promote the integration of 
vulnerable populations  

and thus recreate economic 
and social ties.

More inforMation online 

SOLIDARITy SOuRCING
A global socially responsible  

purchasing programme 
Launched within the Purchasing Department in 2010, the “Solidarity Sourcing” programme took on  

its full scope in 2011 and now boasts over one hundred initiatives in more than 40 countries.  
Its mission is to help economically vulnerable people find long-term access to work and an income. 
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ORGAniC ALOe veRA:  
BUYING FAIR TRADE PRODUCTS THANKS TO THE BODY SHOP’S EXPERTISE

 Raw materials are one of the main  
purchasing activities affected by  
“Solidarity Sourcing”. used by L’Oréal in  
the organic formulas it markets in europe,  
aloe vera is a representative example:  
this plant, which has been known for  
its healing properties for centuries,  
has been purchased by L’Oréal since 2011,  
in collaboration with The Body Shop,  
the driving force behind the fair trade  
programmes now deployed in the group.  
Aloe vera is produced in a region of  
Guatemala called “Tierra del Calor”.  
As it is drought-resistant, it is an ideal  
crop for the farmers in this infamously  
arid region. The fair trade group  
that works with The Body Shop and L’Oréal  
consists of nearly 30 families of farmers  
specialising in organic agriculture,  
who are guaranteed a fair price for their output.  
In addition, the volume of trade generates  
premiums that benefit the community’s  
development projects. In 2010 for example,  
a water pump was installed to irrigate  
the land of 25 families in the town of el Jicaro,  
and in 2011 over 60 families in Piedra Parada 
benefited from water purification systems.  

Workers from Servigest China, members of the Chinese national wheelchair basketball team,  
and workers from Servigest Spain, members of the Spanish basketball club for physically disabled  
young people. 

FROm sPAin TO CHinA: THE SERVIGEST EXAmPLE
 Located in Burgos, Spain, Servigest is a company that for several years  

has been packaging Professional Products Division products for L’Oréal Spain. 
every single one of its employees is disabled, and many of them play  
basketball in a club that manages a basketball school for physically  
disabled children and young people. Wanting to expand to China and thus  
give local disabled people the opportunity to become integrated through work,  
the managing Director of Servigest contacted L’Oréal for help.  
Today it has a branch in Suzhou, where L’Oréal China has agreed to be  
its first client and support its purchasing teams, to help them get set up and  
find other clients. This project was developed in partnership with  
the China Disabled Persons’ Federation. 
To date, 12 employees are involved in Spain and will soon be joined by  
about ten more in China. With L’Oréal’s support, Servigest is also  
continuing its efforts to improve the social lives of its disabled Chinese  
employees by encouraging them to play sports, just as they do in Spain. 

TesTImONIaL

We simply want  
to give our employees  

the same opportunities as  
anyone else: a normal salary,  

the opportunity to play  
sports, a normal life.  
With L’Oréal’s help,  

we are launching our new  
centre in Suzhou (China)  
and are convinced that  

there will be further  
similar experiments.

AnGeL ACHA GuTiéRRez,  
MANAGING DIRECTOR OF SERvIGEST
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Restoring someone’s face… and social life  

SOlIDARITy / L’ORéAL FOundATiOn

For the third year running, the l’Oréal Foundation supported 
“Opération Sourire”, a reconstructive surgery programme  
led by Médecins du Monde. Created 20 years ago,  
this programme aims to reconstruct the faces of people  
who have been disfigured by war, disease or malnutrition.  
Even more than physical reconstruction, surgery enables  
people excluded because of their disability to regain  
their dignity, identity and social life.  
The programme involves short-term surgery assignments  
carried out by volunteer surgeons. In 2011, over  
1,000 operations were performed in Asia and Africa  
thanks to the Foundation’s support. In addition to  
the operations themselves, the programme provides  
training for local surgeons and post-operative  
surgical care for children. “The l’Oréal Foundation’s  
support gave new impetus to the programme,”  
says Dr. François Foussadier, a volunteer surgeon and  
founder of Opération Sourire. “We are assisted by people  
who believe in it, want to help us and play a key role in  
developing our assignments. The support is not only financial,  
but psychological and moral as well.”

The Joséphine Salon is the first social beauty salon  
in Paris: a venue dedicated to re-integration and 
self-esteem. It was therefore only natural that  
the l’Oréal Foundation should support it,  
alongside the Professional Products Division and  
the mayBelline new yorK brand. The salon opened on  
23rd, March 2011 in the Goutte d’Or neighbourhood. 
because appearance and self-esteem are  
closely linked, its founder lucia Iraci made beauty  
for vulnerable women her driving cause.  
With the fieriness and strength of conviction  
that characterise her, this former studio hairdresser,  
who has worked for top names like yves Saint laurent, 
bettina Rheims and Peter lindbergh, now uses  
her talent to benefit underprivileged women,  
to whom she offers beauty care services at a token  
cost —“useful frivolities” as she likes to call them.  
lucia, who asserts the “right of women to be whoever 
they want,” welcomes these women to help them  
regain self-confidence and take the first step towards 
reintegration. For the l’Oréal Foundation, this initiative  
is a way to help vulnerable people regain their  
self-esteem and reappropriate their appearance,  

OPÉRaTION sOURIRe

JOsÉPhINe BeaUTy saLON

thus reconstructing broken social ties and getting back  
on the road to employment. With product donations,  
financial support, the provision of furniture, educational  
assistance and professional work projects, the Foundation’s 
commitment to the Joséphine Salon takes many forms.  
It also contributes to its success: over 800 women have been 
through Joséphine’s hands since the salon opened. 

A story of 
transformation 
through beauty

Created in 2007, the L’Oréal Foundation supports international programmes  
in three key areas for the group: science, solidarity and education.  

They are implemented in every country where L’Oréal operates.  
Below, two of the Foundation programmes in the spotlight during 2011.  

For information on all the Foundation’s programmes, visit www.loreal.com. 

More inforMation online
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SOlIDARITy / BRAnd PHiLAnTHROPy

GiorGio armani provides 
access to drinking water

lancôme supports  
Kate Winslet’s 
foundation 

the BoDy shop more 
committed than ever 

aCqUa FOR LIFe

GOLDeN haT FOUNDaTION

sTOP sex TRaFFICKING CamPaIGN

lancôme is supporting the Golden Hat Foundation 
created by Kate Winslet, the brand’s ambassadress  
for the last four years. The purpose of the foundation  
is to combat autism and eliminate or reduce  
obstacles for children affected by it. To support  
this cause, lancôme designed a limited edition  
make-up collection launched during the Christmas 
period in 2011, and pledged a donation of  
at least €150,000 to the Golden Hat Foundation  
out of profits from the sales. 

The body Shop puts its ethical values into practice every 
day, whether in developing its products, bringing its 
stores to life or making a commitment to its customers. 
In 2011 the brand continued to engage with customers 
with its ground-breaking campaign to stop the sex 
trafficking of children and young people. Teams around 
the world mobilised more than seven million people to 
sign petitions calling on national governments to take 
concrete measures to protect vulnerable children 
and young people at risk of sex trafficking. 
In addition to being presented to national governments, the 
petitions were submitted to the united Nations in Geneva. 
Achieving impressive media coverage, the campaign has 
already created change on an unprecedented scale, 
convincing 15 governments to introduce legislation and take 
practical action to protect children and young people.

between 1st, March and 31st, May 2011, 
the GiorGio armani brand joined 
forces with Green Cross International 
in an operation to promote access 
to drinking water in Ghana. 
During the period of the challenge, 
every bottle of Acqua di Giò or 
Acqua di Gioia sold generated  
a donation of 100 litres of drinking 
water. A code affixed to the bottles 
enabled participants to double  
their donations by creating their own 
active community on a dedicated 
Facebook page. by the end of the 

operation, the GiorGio armani brand 
had collected 43,314,986 litres of safe 
drinking water. Sixteen communities 
have been equipped with new water 
supply systems, which will eventually 
provide 27,000 people with access 
to drinking water, including 
3,500 children, who will then have 
it in their schools. An experience 
that is to be repeated, as a further 
programme is being set up for 2012. 

The Body Shop team in front of  
the United Nations Office in Geneva. 

More inforMation online More inforMation online
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In 2010, the very first “Citizen Day” enabled staff 
throughout the world to discover or rediscover the 

philanthropy programmes of the group and its Foundation. 
In 2011, there was a change of scene: convinced that “we 
all have a role to play,” in making l’Oréal an ever-more 
community-spirited company, the group decided to move 
up a gear by enabling every single person to get involved 
with practical, useful solidarity actions in the field.

Over 15,600 staff in the field
From Asia to Europe and latin American to the Middle 
East, over 15,600 staff in 58 countries stepped forward. The 
programme included a wide choice of social and envi-
ronmental actions carried out with hundreds of partner 
associations around the world: cleaning beaches, col-
lecting waste, renovating a school, giving blood, visiting 

an orphanage and reaching out to people alone or with-
out resources.

Playing out the group’s commitment
During the day, everyone gave their time, energy and 
enthusiasm to making a useful contribution to the com-
munities around us. A day that undoubtedly marked a 
turning point in the group’s commitment. “It’s no longer 
just l’Oréal being committed, but each and every one of 
us rallying around in a tangible way,” says l’Oréal Chair-
man and CEO Jean-Paul Agon. “by enabling everyone to 
become players, not mere spectators, this mobilisation 
has given another dimension to l’Oréal’s commitment in 
corporate citizenship.” Next stage: “Citizen Day” 2012, with 
the same claim: “We all have a role to play.”
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(1) 114 employees rallied around in Colombia, including 35 in Bogota, to plant trees as part of the “Adopt a Tree” programme developed by  
the Botanic Garden Institution. (2) 3,000 volunteers mobilised in the United States for the “Giving Back” programme, consisting of around 20 actions,  
including 580 people assigned to a paint factory. (3) In France, over 2,200 employees turned out, including L’Oréal’s Chairman and CEO, Jean-Paul Agon. 

1

3

2

To involve its staff in its community spirit and commitment to solidarity,  
L’Oréal decided to introduce a “Citizen Day”. In 2011, for the second in the series, 

15,600 staff all over the world contributed to solidarity actions during one day. 

Citizen Day: “We all have 
A ROLe TO PLAy” 
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(4) In the Serbian subsidiary,  
81 people renovated  
a primary school in Belgrade.
(5) 25 employees in Peru  
inaugurating a class of children  
with special needs. 
(6) Over 100 employees mobilised  
in Russia around various projects, 
including a waste collection  
initiative in Moscow.
(7) In Slovenia, 32 volunteers  
turned out including a dozen  
who work with people  
in difficulty at the So a University 
Rehabilitation Centre.
(8) 374 employees in India  
rallied around, including  
83 who worked in a plantation.
(9) In Poland, 40 employees  
in action at a neighbourhood  
primary school. 

6

4

7

8

5

A beautiful idea that became a reality
How did “Citizen Day” come about? In 2009, to celebrate its 
centenary, the group launched 100 community-spirited pro-
jects around the world. In practical terms, each subsidiary 
devised and produced a solidarity action to help local dis-
advantaged communities. The aim was to make the cente-
nary a moment of sharing, and reassert the group’s commit-
ment to be a responsible, socially aware company. 
To perpetuate these actions and prolong the impulse of gen-
erosity demonstrated by all its subsidiaries, it was decided to 
devote a whole day to community-spirited actions every 
year. In 2010, the first “Citizen Day” was celebrated: an occa-
sion for discovering the group’s sponsorship actions; in 2011, 
15,600 staff rallied around, “the beautiful idea became a 
reality,” according to Jean-Paul Agon: “‘Citizen Day’ has 
been established as a highlight in the life of the group.” 

9

countries 
involved

58
staff  

mobilised

15,600
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group 2011 key figureS(1)

Total yield for shareholders over 20 years 12.15% 

Consolidated sales 20,343 million euros

Net profit(2) 2,583 million euros

 

reSearch

Cosmetics and dermatology research 613 patents filed

Expenditure on research and development 721 million euros, i.e. 3.5% of sales

Raw materials 55% of new raw materials are plant-based

 45% of new raw materials comply with the principles of green chemistry

 

environMent

Greenhouse gas emissions (scope 1 and 2) 29.8% reduction (2005/2011)

Total energy consumption 6.4% reduction (2010/2011). 8.3% reduction (2007/2011)

Energy consumption 145 kWh per 1,000 finished products

Water consumption  22.6% reduction per finished product (2005/2011)

Water quality after on-site treatment 7% increase in terms of COD (Chemical Oxygen Demand)  
 per finished product

Waste and recycling 24.2% reduction in transportable waste,  
 excluding returnable packaging (per finished product) (2005/2011) 

 95.7% of our waste is reused, recycled or used for energy production  

 More than 50% of our industrial sites send no waste to landfill 

Atmospheric emissions 10.3% reduction in volatile organic compounds (VOCs)

 8.4% reduction in sulphur dioxide

International standards 88% of the L’Oréal’s plants have the iSo 9001 (2000 version) or  
 fda quality certification, 85% have the ohSaS 18000 or vpp safety  
 certification and 90% have the iSo 14000 environment certification

RESULTS 
for 2011
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Social and corporate reSponSiBility 

Workforce worldwide 68,886 employees

Professional training 44,060 employees received training 

Female representation 58% of managers

 41% of Management Committees

L’Oréal Buy & Care programme 793 social audits of supplier sites

Social audits, breakdowns of non-conformities   Child labour 6%

 Compensation and benefits 23%

 Working hours 25%

 Health and safety 41%

 Other 5%

Collaboration with suppliers 48 suppliers joined the CDP (Carbon Disclosure Project) in 2011

 About 40% of the L’Oréal base of raw materials and  
 packaging components suppliers,  
 by revenue, were covered by the CDP

Lost time injuries  8.5% reduction based on enlarged frequency rate

Consumer advice  1,520,422 contacts with consumers in 54 countries

Solidarity

Philanthropy  33.2 million euros assigned to philanthropy actions

L’Oréal Foundation  Multi-annual budget of 40 million euros 

L’Oréal-UNESCO “For Women in Science” Some 200 women recognised each year,  
 i.e. nearly 1,300 women from 106 countries.  
 48 L’Oréal subsidiaries now give fellowships to  
 promising young women scientists in their country

Solidarity Sourcing More than 40 subsidiaries are running Solidarity Sourcing projects  
 affecting 46 countries 

Citizen Day 15,600 employees rallied around  

Data on social affairs, environment, health and safety have been  
verified by Deloitte & Associés and PricewaterhouseCoopers Audit.

(1) Comparisons are with 2010, unless stated otherwise.  
(2) Net profit, excluding non- recurrent items, after minority interests.  
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For further information, you can refer to all the group’s publications 

THe AnnuAL RePORT
 L’Oréal in 2011, with its  

divisions, brands and countries,  
driven by its mission:  
the universalisation of beauty  
and beauty for everyone.

THe ReGisTRATiOn dOCumenT
 This document includes  

the 2011 financial statements,  
the management Report of  
the Board of Directors,  
the Annual Financial Report and  
a section on Social and  
environmental Responsibility. 

THe susTAinABLe  
deveLOPmenT RePORT

 A summary of the group’s  
commitments and initiatives for  
sustainable, responsible and  
inclusive growth.  
(more details and GRI sheets  
designed for experts  
are available on the site  
www.sustainabledevelopment.loreal.com)

All these information supports are available on www.loreal.com or can be obtained on request from  
the Image and Corporate Information Department, and Financial Communications Department.

l’ORÉAl IN 2011

brand
Cocoon silk

grammage
150g/square meter

number of pages
48

INSIDE PAGES

brand
Cocoon silk

grammage
300g/square meter

number of pages
4

COVER

size
22 × 30.5 cm

quantity
6,600

433 kg of CO2 of greenhouse gases

3,096 km travel  
in the average European car

48,174
litres of water

4,693
kWh of energy

2,790
kg of wood

(1) Carbon footprint data is calculated by the Edinburgh Centre for Carbon Management in partnership with The CarbonNeutral Company.  
Calculations are based on a comparison between recycled paper versus virgin fibre paper produced at the same mill, and on the latest European BREF data  
(virgin fibre paper) available. Results are obtained according to technical information and subject to change. 

By using Cocoon Silk rather than a non recycled paper,  
the environmental impact was reduced by:

1,717 kg of landfill

ENVIRONMENTAL CALCULATOR (1)



BEAUTY, BY WING SHYA 
To illustrate its 2011 Sustainable 
Development Report and Annual 
Report, L’Oréal commissioned 
Hong Kong photographer  
and film director Wing Shya.  
Page after page, his photographs 
express the benefits of enhanced 
beauty, and spotlight L’Oréal’s 
employees and the passion that 
motivates them in their daily work. 

ABOUT THIS REPORT 
This report summarises the group’s  
sustainable development initiatives in 2011.  
A complete version together  
with videos is available on the  
www.sustainabledevelopment.loreal.com site. 
The group’s practices and results in figures  
are detailed on data sheets based on  
Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) indicators. 
Data on social affairs, environment,  
health and safety have been verified by 
Deloitte & Associés and 
PricewaterhouseCoopers Audit. 

Edited by the Image and Corporate Information Department.  

Photo credits: Phénomène agency (p.44); Eleonora Airaldi (p.32); Josemar Alves (p.27); David Arraez (p.36); Ed Babka (p.34); Leandro Menezes 
Bergamo (p.8, 31); Michael Betts/Photographer’s choice/Getty Images (p.22); Alain Buu for L’Oréal (p.22, 23, 24, 35); Tim Burgess (p.25); Shahid 
Butt (p.30); Didier Depoorter (p.24); Juan Dintrans (p.37); Getty Images (p.7); Philippe Jacob/Phénomène agency for L’Oréal (p.12, 13); Joan 
Eilstein (p.13); Ethan Finkelstein (p.44); Larry Ford (p.23); K. Gelou (p.45); Geopeak (p.22); Joaquim Gomes (p.6); Diane Grimonet/Picturetank 
(p.42); Shen Hao (p.33); Catherine Henriette (p.42); Internal (p.26, 27); James & Daisy (p.27); Spencer Jones/Taxi/Getty Images (p.20); Richard 
Kalvar/Magnum Photos for L’Oréal (p.32); Andrzej Kazmierski (p.45); Frank Krahmer/Fancy/Photononstop (p.15); José Latova Fernandez-Luna 
(p.37); L’Oréal Research/DR (p.7, 14); Christian Lutz (p.43); Matteo/L’Oréal R&I for L’Oréal (p.13); Eduardo Melo (p.33) Zare Modlic (p.45); Tom 
Munro for Lancôme (p.43); Van Osaka (p.7); Nathalie Oundjian-Guréghian (p.14, 40); Gabriel Pacheco (p.44); Miroslav Petrovic (p.45); Amit 
Saperia (p.45); Dinesh Saparia for L’Oréal (p.8); Wing Shya/Artsphère (cover, p.1, 4, 10, 18, 28, 38, 48); Bertrand Stark for L’Oréal R&I (p.7); The 
Body Shop International (p.40, 41); Edgar Tenorio (p.45); Isabelle Tirador and Nathalie Gambade (p.25); Marco Torello/Delta Imaging (p.34); 
Isabelle Walter L’Oréal R&I (p.13); Andy Wilson (p.41); X.
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Incorporated in France as a “Société Anonyme”

with registered capital of 120,596,816.40 euros
632 012 100 R.C.S. Paris

Headquarters:
41 rue Martre

92117 Clichy – France
Tel.: +33 1 47 56 70 00
Fax: +33 1 47 56 86 42

Registered office:
14 rue Royale

75008 Paris – France 

www.loreal.com
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